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The A15 superconductor Nb3Sn has shown great promise to replace niobium as
the material of choice for the construction of superconducting radio-frequency
(SRF) accelerator cavities. It promises, at least on paper, greater efficiency and
higher accelerating gradients, with the potential to enable the construction of
smaller yet more powerful accelerators than can be constructed using niobium.
Although the state-of-the-art performance of cavities coated with Nb3Sn has
shown great potential, the achievable limits in cavity quality factor Q0 and ac-
celerating gradient Eacc are still below that expected given theoretical limits. In
this work we present and discuss results of experiments carried out to under-
stand the current limitations on Q0 and Eacc, and propose methods to improve
these further. We will conclude with an outlook to the future, and the prospects
that Nb3Sn could enable.
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The A15 superconductor Nb3Sn has generated significant interest as a poten-
tial next-generation superconductor for use in superconducting radio-frequency
(SRF) cavities. This work presents research carried out with the intent of under-
standing the physics underlying the current limitations on efficiency and accel-
erating gradient currently seen in state-of-the-art Nb3Sn cavities. The work is
laid out as follows, numbered by Chapter:
1. We will begin by motivating research into SRF technology, and provide a
brief primer on the physics of SRF technology,
2. The advantages of applying Nb3Sn to SRF technology will be presented,
and its relevant properties will be discussed,
3. A history of Nb3Sn in the field of SRF will be given, alongside a descrip-
tion of the vapour diffusion method; this will be followed by a detailed
description of the fabrication apparatus and method used at Cornell Uni-
versity,
4. We will describe the method used to test SRF cavities made from niobium
and Nb3Sn,
5. Studies on the current limitations onNb3Sn cavity efficiency are presented,
and results are given,
6. Studies on the latest understanding of the limitations on Nb3Sn cavity gra-
dient are presented and results given,
7. Finally, conclusions regarding the nature of these limitations are dis-
cussed, and suggestions are given for the next direction to take in the re-
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search and development of Nb3Sn as a next-generation material for use in
SRF cavities.
1.1 Motivation
Particle accelerators have played an often quiet but always crucial role in the
progress of human civilization since the development of the Crookes tube in
the latter half of the 19th century. They have served to probe the nature of
the atom, cure cancer, and display endless re-runs of Baywatch to audiences
around the world1. From the early electrostatic accelerators, the contribu-
tions of great minds such as Rolf Wideroe, Gustav Ising, Max Steenbeck, and
Ernest Lawrence, led to a myriad of machines whose raison detre is to accel-
erate a beam of charged particles for a variety of applications. These include
cyclotrons, used for the production of medical tracer isotopes; electron mi-
croscopes, used for imaging material features down to the level of individual
atoms; and cathode-ray tubes, used throughout the 20th century for the gener-
ation of images in television sets and computer monitors.
The discovery of superconductivity in 1911 byHeike Kamerlingh Onnes was
the enabler of one such type of machine: the superconducting radio-frequency
accelerator cavity. To date, they remain unmatched in the beam current that
they are capable of delivering while still ensuring the phenomenal beam qual-
ity demanded of manymodern applications. In the large hadron collider (LHC),
superconducting cavities are used to sustain the high intensity proton beams
whose collisions resulted in the observation of the Higgs boson. At the Cornell
1The contribution of the latter to the improvement of humankind is debatable
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High Energy Synchrotron Source (CHESS), 500 MHz superconducting cavities
are used to store the beam that is used to generate high energy X-rays for prob-
ing the nature of a variety of materials. Contemporary and future high bright-
ness light sources such as the European X-ray Free Electron Laser (XFEL) and
the upgraded LINAC Coherent Light Source (LCSL-II) rely on 1.3 GHz cavities
to provide the bright beam necessary to generate the X-rays demanded by the
latest generation of material science techniques.
A primary cost driver in implementing SRF technology is the operation and
demands upon the cryogenic plant that is required to keep the cavities super-
conducting. For almost 50 years[TW68], virtually all production cavities have
been fabricated from niobium (either bulk, with the entire cavity being niobium,
or clad, with niobium affixed to a substrate such as copper). With a supercon-
ducting transition temperature of 9.2 K, niobium cavities are operated in the
range of 2.0-4.2 K, depending on the frequency of the cavity, which demands
that the cavity be immersed in liquid helium and which will be in the super-
fluid state when operating below 2.17 K. As a non-renewable resource, the price
of liquid helium is (at time of writing) ≈ 10 US dollars per litre. Furthermore,
cryogenic systems for liquid helium - particularly those required for operation
below the atmospheric temperature of 4.2 K - are complex, and require spe-
cialized operators and numerous man-hours of maintenance. The addition of a
helium re-liquefaction system, a must for any large-scale machine, adds further
complexity to the system.
As science and industry demand more power and greater accessibility (and
therefore a greater number of) to SRF machines, it is critical that costs can be
reduced to allow supply to meet demand. Currently, the cost of building and
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operating these machines render them prohibitively expensive to all but institu-
tions benefiting from significant government funding. Improving the efficiency
of SRF cavities is one of the primary means of reducing both the operating cost
and the size of these facilities. It is this that motivates research into Nb3Sn as
a next-generation, higher efficiency superconductor to replace niobium as the
current standard.
1.2 An SRF primer
1.2.1 Superconducting theory relevant to SRF
For the benefit of those unacquainted with superconductivity as it applies to RF
accelerators, we will now summarise the basics necessary to understand the re-
sults given later in this work. This summary will largely be based on the works
of Padamsee, Hays, and Knobloch[PKH98], and Tinkham[Tin12]. Those already
familiar with the physics of SRF can move to the next chapter with impunity.
Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) theory describes the family of “conven-
tional” superconductors, to which both niobium and Nb3Sn belong (the theory
does not describe high temperature superconductivity, such as cuprates). When
a superconductor is cooled beneath it’s superconducting transition temperature
Tc, the electrons begin to interact with each other via an electron-phonon inter-
action and condense to form Cooper pairs, a composite, Boson-like entity with
integer spin. In this state, the electrons can travel through the lattice unimpeded,
resulting in the phenomenon of zero DC electric resistance. Upon transition-
ing into the superconducting state, the generation of supercurrents – currents
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of Cooper pair electrons – result in the cancellation and expulsion of magnetic
field from inside the bulk of the superconductor. External fields can still pene-
trate, but their magnitude quickly decays in an exponential fashion, as dictated
by the penetration depth λ of the superconductor, such that
H(x) = H0e
−x/λ , (1.1)
where H0 is the surface magnetic field and x is the depth into the superconduc-
tor.
Although superconductors offer no resistance to the passage of DC currents,
the finite inertia of the Cooper pairs results in a non-zero resistance when under
the influence of AC fields, as they are unable to completely screen the remain-
ing normal conducting electrons from the oscillating electromagnetic field. The
movement of these normal conducting electrons results in a small yet finite re-
sistance, on the order of nΩs at RF. This surface resistance Rs is often quoted as
having two parts as a function of the temperature T and applied magnetic field
H, these being
Rs = RBCS (T, H) + RResidual (H) , (1.2)
where the first term represents the temperature-dependent contribution ex-
plained by BCS theory, and the second term that which remains once the first
term is subtracted. The latter can originate from a number of sources. Although
classical BCS theory is only strictly valid at H = 0, recent extensions have been
made to extrapolate BCS out to non-zero field[Gur14, XRK13]. A simplified for-











where A is a fitting constant, f is the frequency of the applied field, and T is the
temperature. The term ∆ is the superconducting energy gap, being the energy
required per electron to break a superconducting pair (i.e. 2∆ breaks a pair), and
is often quoted normalised by kbTc. A perfectly ideal BCS superconductor is ex-
pected to have ∆(T = 0)/kbTc = 1.75, [Tin12] although real superconductors will
have values larger (strongly-coupled) and lower (weakly-coupled) than this.
The surface resistance described by Equation (1.3) does not explicitly take
into account impurities in the superconductor. A superconductor free of impu-
rities and imperfections that can scatter Cooper pairs is considered “clean”. In
this scenario, the coherence length ξ of a Cooper pair (roughly equivalent to its





which is referred to as the “intrinsic” or “characteristic” coherence length (v f
is the Fermi velocity). For a clean superconductor, the penetration depth in






wherem is the electronmass and n is the density of normal conducting electrons.
When impurities are introduced, the mean free path of the normal conduct-
ing electrons l is reduced, and the superconductor is said to be “dirty”. This
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Figure 1.1: The BCS resistance of the superconductor niobium as a function of
the normal conducting electron mean free path at a temperature of
2.0 K. The frequency of the applied RF field is 1.3 GHz. This curve
was calculated using the BCS fitting code SRIMP [Hal70] using Tc =
9.2 K, ∆(T = 0)/kbTc = 1.96, λL = 39 nm, and ξ0 = 38 nm.
results in significant changes to the various superconducting parameters. Equa-
tion (1.3) is too simplified to explicitly include the impact of a change in the
value of l – however, a success of the full BCS theory is the description of the
change in Rs as a function of l, which is demonstrated (using the BCS-fitting code
SRIMP [Hal70]) in Figure 1.1. Changing l also results in changes to the coher-
ence length and penetration depth. Using a version Ginzburg-Landau theory
updated by LevGor’kov using BCS theory, one can obtain the Ginzburg-Landau
penetration depth and coherence length [Tin12, OMFB79]
















The ratio of the penetration depth and coherence length of a superconductor





referred to as the Ginzburg-Landau parameter [GL09]. This parameter is used
to separate the two types of conventional superconductors, Type-I and Type-II.
Type-I superconductors are defined as having κ < 1/
√
2, and are characterised







where φ0 is the flux quantum. When the surface magnetic field exceeds this
value, becomes energetically favourable for magnetic flux to exist inside the su-
perconductor (n.b. this does not necessarily imply that the flux enters at this
field – this technicality will be explained by the superheating field). Entry of
the magnetic flux into superconductor results in the superconducting state be-
ing lost. In contrast, Type-II superconductors with κ > 1/
√
2 possess two critical
fields, Hc1 < Hc < Hc2. Above Hc1, it is again energetically favourable for mag-
netic flux to exist inside the bulk, but in quantised vortices of magnitude φ0 that
form a flux lattice as seen in Figure 1.2. Therefore, the superconducting state
can be maintained alongside the presence of magnetic flux, in contrast to Type-
I superconductors. Once in, flux can continue to be accommodated while still
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Figure 1.2: Left, a diagram of magnetic flux lines trapped and quantised in a
Type-II superconductor. Right, a measurement using SQUID mag-
netometry demonstrating the presence of a lattice of magnetic flux
lines in the superconductor YBCO. Image from [WPW+15].
allowing the superconducting state to be sustained until the upper critical field
Hc2, at which point all superconductivity in the bulk is quashed.
As mentioned, it becomes favourable for magnetic flux to exist inside the su-
perconductor at fields above Hc (for Type-I) and Hc1 (for Type-II). However, the
nucleation of a magnetic vortex at the surface of the superconductor incurs an
energy cost, which results in a superheating effect [MSJ67, Cha95, VL11]. The
result is a surface energy barrier that the flux must overcome in order to en-
ter. Therefore, flux does not enter until a field Hc < H < Hsh for Type-I and
Hc1 < H < Hsh for Type-II, where Hsh is the superheating field. The superheating
field represents the theoretical ultimate limit for flux entry into a superconduc-
tor (i.e. the largest possible surface barrier), although the realistic flux entry
field can be lowered by a number of effects (such as demagnetisation from sur-
face geometry).
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Figure 1.3: (A) The electromagnetic fields in a single-cell cavity operating in the
TM010 mode. The electric field oscillates back and forth along the
beam axis. Correct timing of the passage of the beamwill result in ac-
celeration. (B) The same cavity mounted inside a cryomodule, inside
which it is immersed in liquid helium. The cryomodule is equipped
with an antenna that provides RF power for the cavity. (C) A collec-
tion of cavities at Cornell University. At the top is a 200 MHz CERN
copper cavity whose inside is coated with niobium. Bottom left are
a 1.3 GHz 9-cell ILC cavity and its 1-cell R&D counterpart. Bottom
right is a 500 MHz B-cell cavity.
1.2.2 Major parameters of SRF cavities
An SRF cavity is an electromagnetic cavity, most commonly operated in the fun-
damental TM010 mode, with openings at either end and whose walls are made
of a superconducting material. A diagram of a cavity is shown in Figure 1.3.
The field in the cavity is sustained from an input coupler located in one of the
beampipes attached to the ends of the cavity. The majority of SRF cavities have
a resonant frequency f0 ranging from a hundred MHz to a few GHz, with the
region around 1 GHz being most popular for electron accelerators. Given a uni-







|H|2 dS , (1.10)
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where the integral is taken of the magnitude of the magnitude of the magnetic






|H|2 dV , (1.11)
where the integral is taken over the interior volume of the cavity. One of the
two major characteristic parameters is the intrinsic quality factor Q0 of the cav-
ity, which is a dimensionless parameter that quantifies the rate of energy loss
(dissipated power) in the walls of the cavity to the energy stored in the cavity,























which is a function of the geometry of the cavity and can be calculated for a
given shape using electromagnetic codes such as Omega3P or CLANS.
When a charged particle of charge q passes through the cavity at the ap-
propriate time during the cycle, it is accelerated. For the chosen phase (most
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commonly, the optimum), the particle is subjected to a potential Vacc during its
passage through the cavity and gains kinetic energy qVacc. The second major





where L is the length of the cavity. The potential Vacc can be related to the dissi-







where Ra is the shunt impedance of the cavity and Ra/Q0 is a geometry-
dependent constant2 that can be obtained from electromagnetic simulations of













, the ratio of the peak surface electric field to the root of the stored





, the ratio of the peak surface magnetic field to the peak surface
electric field.
The parameters for the single-cell cavities that have been used during the
Nb3Sn programme at Cornell, as well as those for a single-cell CEBAF cav-
ity (which have been used in the Nb3Sn programmes at other institutions), are
given in Table 1.1.
2In this work, the accelerator definition for Ra/Q0 = |V |2/(ωU) is used
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TeSLA (LTE) Cornell ERL CEBAF
f [GHz] 1.3 1.3 1.5
Epk/Eacc 1.88 1.76 1.81
Bpk/Eacc [mT/MVm
−1] 4.28 4.08 4.4
G [Ω] 278 272 255





J] 15.1 14.7 17.6
Reference [HMS92, Edw95] [VLF+14] [KAK+85, Kno97]
Table 1.1: Cavity types and their parameters that have been used in the Nb3Sn
program at Cornell. The CEBAF designed was used by the University
of Wuppertal and continues to be used by Jefferson Lab. At Cornell, a
single-cell TeSLA shape R&D cavity is designated LTE (e.g. LTE1-7).
This table was originally published in [Pos14].
The most common characterisation of a superconducting cavity consists of
measuring the quality factor Q0 as a function of the accelerating gradient Eacc
and bath temperature T – these are referred to as a Q vs E and Q vs T measure-
ment. The former is used to quantify the power cost of operating a cavity at
the desired gradient, and the latter is used to determine the magnitude of the
two components of resistance given in Equation (1.2). An example of both of
these for a conventional niobium cavity is shown in Figure 1.4. The Q is often
seen to be a function of the accelerating gradient, and significant changes in Q
with E are referred to as Q-slope. The suppression of negative Q-slope out to
high fields has been the subject of research into niobium for many decades, and
recent advances [GRS+13, GKL16, GEF+14] have even enabled the introduction
of a positive Q-slope (or “anti-Q-slope”).
The Q vs T in Figure 1.4 is overlaid with a BCS fit done using the SRIMP
fitting code, which as been used to extract the energy gap (normalised to kbTc)
and residual resistance R0. A separate measurement of the cavity frequency
with temperature near Tc, not shown here, is used to extract the mean free path
l. This is done by measuring the frequency as T → Tc, which begins to decrease
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Figure 1.4: An example of the performance of a 1.3 GHz LTE-shape (see Table
1.1) cavity tested at Cornell. The Q vs E was taken at a bath tempera-
ture of 2.0 K. High field Q-slope can be seen beginning at 25 MV/m.
A plot of the surface resistance against inverse temperate, obtained
from a measurement of Q vs T , is shown fitted with SRIMP. Data
courtesy of Peter Koufalis, Cornell University.
in a well-defined manner [Cio04, Val13]. This occurs because the penetration
depth λ increases as T → Tc, effectively making the cavity larger. Use of SRIMP
allows the change in λ with T to be determined, from which (given an input of
ξ0 and λL) the mean free path l is extracted.
It can be seen in Figure 1.4 that the curve ends at a field of 30MV/m. A num-
ber of phenomena can result in the cavity being unable to sustain the presence
of the electromagnetic field within it, at which point the superconducting state
is lost and the cavity is said to have “quenched”. This is a third characteristic
(related to the accelerating gradient) referred to as the “quench field”, which is
the ultimate gradient achievable in that cavity.
The vast majority of research performed on conventional niobium cavities
has focussed on increasing Q while pushing the quench field to even higher val-
ues of Eacc. A higher Q reduces the demand on the cryogenic plant, reducing
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its size and cost. A higher operating gradient reduces the length of the machine
required to achieve the desired beam energy, reducing the size of the machine.
Pushing these two ever higher is crucial to the future development of SRF accel-
erators. Although niobium has made considerable advances over the last few
decades and enabled the construction of a number of extraordinary machines,
at the time of writing its ultimate limits imposed by our understanding of su-
perconducting theory are close to being achieved. The time has therefore come




NB3SN FOR SRF CAVITIES
In this chapter we will quantify the potential improvement that the use of
Nb3Sn offers over the current convention of niobium, and briefly compare it to
other comparable superconductors, some of which are also being considered
for use in SRF cavities. Following this, we will summarise the material proper-
ties of Nb3Sn as they relate to their use in SRF, which will justify the choice of
fabrication method described in the next chapter.
2.1 Advantages of Nb3Sn cavities
At the time of writing, the theoretical maximumperformance of niobium is close
to being achieved, in terms of both the cavity quality factor and the accelerating
gradient (although not necessarily both at the same time). The improvement
of techniques such as vertical electro-polishing and the introduction of methods
such as impurity doping have brought about themost recent improvements and
Qs of 4× 1010 at 2.0 K and 16 MV/m [MDF+17]. However, these more recent ad-
vances in quality factor are measured in factors of 2-4, as opposed to the factors
of 8-10 seen in the earlier work on niobium. Likewise, the superheating field
of niobium of ≈ 200 mT [Val13], corresponding to a gradient of approximately
45 MV/m in an ILC cavity, places are hard limit on the maximum achievable
gradient; one which has since been achieved in R&D cavities[GPSS05].
Nb3Sn is part of a family of compound superconductors that represent the
potential next step for SRF technology. These compound superconductors of-
fer the prospect of higher transition temperatures and superheating fields, at
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the expense of being more complicated to produce than a bare niobium cav-
ity. Two other prospective candidates are niobium nitride (NbN), which is used
for single-photon detection in the infra-red spectrum [STS73, KBH+07, CCJ+08],
and magnesium diboride (MgB2), whose transition temperature of 37 K[WPJ01]
is the highest amongst the conventional superconductors. Other A15 phases
of niobium also exist, including niobium-germanium (Nb3Ge) [DR84, Dor03,
PS08] and niobium-aluminum (Nb3Al)[KTO05], although so far interest in the
application of these two for SRF has been minimal.
Of these, Nb3Sn offers the best compromise regarding ease of fabrication and
improvement over conventional niobium. It has a higher transition temperature
than NbN, and a more amenable phase diagram for fabrication. Unlike MgB2,
it is an isotropic superconductor, and does not suffer from the high sensitivity
to water of the latter[Tsu02], meaning that common post-processing methods
such as a high pressure water rinse can be used to clean Nb3Sn cavities. The
transition temperature of 18 K is double that of niobium, allowing operation at
twice the standard operating temperature of 2.0 K for 1.3 GHz cavities while
maintaining the same quality factor which is convenient, since the temperature
of atmospheric liquid helium is 4.2 K. The superheating field is likewise twice
that of niobium, which would suggest that the ultimate limit for a Nb3Sn ILC
cavity would be raised to approximately 90 MV/m.
The prospect of moving the operation of 1.3 GHz cavities to an operating
temperature of 4.2-4.5 K is particularly exciting when the improvement of cry-
omodule wall-power efficiency is considered. When considering the coefficient
of performance (COP) for a refrigerator operating at these low temperatures,
there is a significant decrease in the power cost per power extracted (measured
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Figure 2.1: Left, the Coefficient of Performance (COP) for a cryoplant. This
value indicates the amount of power thatmust be invested to remove
1Watt of heating power from the cold region. Right, the power draw
from grid for a cryoplant working on a 1.3 GHz TeSLA-style cavity
(both niobium and Nb3Sn-coated), normalised per cell and MV/m.
The higher Tc of Nb3Sn allows operation at 4.2 K, and the increase
in cryoplant efficiency significantly reduces the power draw of the
cavity.
in watts per watt) when moving from 2.0 K to 4.2 K. If we compare Nb3Sn
against niobium for a 1.3 GHz ILC-style cavity operating at 16 MV/m, and as-
sume equal amounts of residual resistance, then Nb3Sn offers an improvement
in the wall-power efficiency of approximately 80%. This is shown in Figure 2.1.
Operation in atmospheric liquid helium offers a number of other advan-
tages. Firstly, it reduces the complexity of the cryoplant, removing the need
for the cold compressors. Secondly, operation at atmospheric pressure substan-
tially reduces the risk of leaks causing helium contamination. This reduces the
cost of maintenance of such a system, a reduction gained in addition to the de-
creased power expenditure.
Another exciting prospect for Nb3Sn is low-field operation at 5 K, using a
standard cryocooler. Although this would negate a significant amount of the
gain in efficiency from the Nb3Sn (due to the very low efficiency of the cry-
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Figure 2.2: Far left, the A15 crystal structure of Nb3Sn. Centre and right, high
resolution HAADF images of the Nb3Sn crystal lattice from samples
coated at Cornell University, with the crystal structure overlaid. The
images were taken down the 100 and 111 axes. HAADF images cour-
tesy of Paul Cueva, Muller Group, Cornell University
ocooler), it would significantly reduce the footprint of the cryogenic system.
Coupled with a solid-state amplifier and a small RF electron gun, this could
result in the first “miniature” SRF accelerator that could provide continuous
MeV electron beams for small-scale and industrial applications. Applications
envisioned for such a device include the generation of high intensity X-rays
for high-throughput water sterilization, extreme UV lithography, electron-beam
processing of polymers including airplane runway tarmac, and medical isotope
production.
2.2 Material properties of Nb3Sn
Nb3Sn is an intermetallic alloy of niobium and tin with an A15 structure, as
shown in Figure 2.2. It has already received significant attention from the su-
perconducting magnet community[Xu17], and the reader is encouraged to refer
to the exceptional review paper on the various properties of Nb3Sn written by
A. Godeke[God06]. Here we will summarise the properties of Nb3Sn that most
pertain to its use in SRF cavities.
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Figure 2.3: The thermal conductivity of Nb3Sn against that of 300 RRR niobium.
The considerably lower thermal conductivity of Nb3Sn could result
in issues with local or global thermal feedback and instability. Nio-
bium data from[KB96], Nb3Sn data from [CC64]
Mechanically, Nb3Sn is brittle and a poor thermal conductor. Previous ex-
periments have shown that bending of Nb3Sn films results in cracking[Hil80].
Prior to annealing, cracks where seen to follow grain boundaries, while sam-
ples that had been annealed where found to crack along the interior of grain
faces. Compared to niobium, the thermal conductivity of Nb3Sn is approxi-
mately three orders of magnitude lower, as seen in Figure 2.3. To mitigate these
issues, all fabrication methods to date focus upon creating a film of Nb3Sn on
a pre-fabricated structure with significantly higher thermal conductivity that is
comparatively easier to work with, such as niobium or copper. Given the pen-
etration depth of Nb3Sn, a layer 2-3 microns thick is sufficient to act as a bulk
superconductor for the purposes of the RF field, while still maintaining good
thermal contact to the substrate and therefore the helium bath.
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The phase diagram of the niobium tin system, as measured by Charlesworth
et al [CMM70], is shown in Figure 2.4. The niobium-tin system allows for two
other intermetallic alloys to exist beyond Nb3Sn, namely Nb6Sn5 and NbSn2.
These two, while superconducting, have transition temperatures of 2.07 K and
2.68 K, respectively [Cha66]; their presence is therefore highly undesirable when
attempting to fabricate Nb3Sn. Fortunately, above temperatures of approxi-
mately 930◦C, Nb3Sn remains as the only thermodynamically favourable alloy
phase.
As can be seen in Figure 2.4, Nb3Sn is the only species expected to be present
when the atomic concentration of tin lies between 17 and 25 percent. In the
phase, Nb3Sn whose atomic-% is less than 25% is referred to as “tin-depleted,
with the current understanding being that some tin sites are replaced by nio-
bium. As the atomic concentration of tin decreases, so too do both the super-
conducting transition temperature and the energy gap, as can be seen in Figure
2.5. As a result of this, tin-depleted Nb3Sn has a significantly higher BCS re-
sistance. In the interest of ensuring the highest possible cavity performance,
it is therefore necessary to ensure that only stoichiometric Nb3Sn is produced.
The Nb3Sn-only region of the phase diagram has been re-drawn two times since
the measurement by Charlesworth et al: once in 1990 by Okamoto [Oka90] and
again in 2002 by Toffolon [TSGS02]. This last measurement has been repeated
by Okamoto in 2003 [Oka03] and Li et al. [LDGL09] in 2009. These updates are
shown in Figure 2.4. However, the measurements of material parameters from
Godeke [God06] rely on the original diagram by Charlesworth, and by exten-
sion so does the majority of past and contemporary literature on Nb3Sn cavities.
Although the implications of these updates are the subject of on-going research,
no results have been published at time of writing. Therefore, this work will rely
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Figure 2.4: The phase diagram of the niobium-tin system, as measured by
Charlesworth et al. [CMM70]. Feschotte et al [FPB79] measured a
similar phase diagram in 1979. The shaded area indicates the Nb3Sn-
only region. Of note, above 930◦C the other phases of Nb-Sn do not
occur. The pure Nb3Sn region was re-drawn by Okamoto [Oka90] in
1990 (shown in blue), and then again by Toffolon [TSGS02] in 2002
(shown in red). This last measurement was confirmed by Okamoto
[Oka03] in 2003 and by Li et al. [LDGL09] in 2009. This figure is
adapted from the one originally published in [God06].
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Figure 2.5: Left, the superconducting transition temperature of Nb3Sn as a func-
tion of the atomic-% tin. The data is fittedwith a Boltzmann function.
On the right, the normalised energy gap as a function of the atomic-
% tin, indicating that as the crystal becomes tin-depleted the super-
conductor moves from a strongly-coupled BCS superconductor to a
weak one. This figure is adapted from those shown in [God06], with
references to [DJD+81, MZRB79].
on the original diagram by Charlesworth.
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CHAPTER 3
FABRICATION OF NB3SN CAVITIES
In this chapter we will cover a history of the fabrication of Nb3Sn as it per-
tains to SRF cavities, and illustrate some of the results from previous programs.
Following this we will go into more detail regarding the workings of the coat-
ing furnace used at Cornell University, and describe the standard coating pro-
cess used throughout this work. This chapter will end with a description of the
Nb3Sn layer post-coating, before it is sent for testing.
3.1 History of Nb3Sn fabrication for SRF cavities
The superconductivity of Nb3Sn was discovered in 1954 [MGGC54], a decade
before the first demonstration of electron acceleration in a lead SRF cavity at
Stanford University [SWPF65]. The first published attempts at adapting Nb3Sn
for use in SRF cavities began at Siemens AG in Erlangen, Germany, during the
1970s [HMP+75]. They performed some of the groundbreaking work on Nb3Sn,
producing 10 GHz TE and TM-mode cavities using the vapour diffusionmethod
of Saur and Wurm [SW62]. Their X-band TE cavities, although not applicable
to electron acceleration, have demonstrated the highest CW surface fields to
date obtained in an Nb3Sn cavity, up to 106 mT. Siemens performed more than
50 coatings of such TE cavities, allowing the collection of statistics regarding
quality factor and quench field. An example of the performance of a few select
cavities is shown in Figure 3.1. The quench field of the cavities was found to
be normally distributed about a peak surface field of 60 mT, as also shown in
Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Left, an example of some of the best results from the 10 GHz cav-
ities used in the Siemens AG Nb3Sn program. Values of Q were
given only at zero field and the quench field. This figure was origi-
nally published in [Pos14] with data from [HMP+77, Hil76, HKP+81].
Right, the distribution of quench fields at 4.2 K seen in all Siemens
TE-mode cavities. A Gaussian distribution is fitted. This figures is
adapted from data in [HKP+81].
The fabrication of Nb3Sn cavities using the vapour diffusion method in-
volves evaporating tin to form a vapour, and exposing a niobium substrate to
this gas. The niobium substrate is heated to a temperature high enough such
that, upon deposition and diffusion of the tin into the niobium, it will react
to form Nb3Sn. This method mitigates a number of potential issues: firstly, it
allows the structure to be fabricated entirely from niobium, a material whose
properties regarding machining, welding, etc. are already well known, reserv-
ing the coating to the final step. Fabrication of cavities directly from Nb3Sn, in
the manner of niobium, would be impossible due to the brittle nature of former.
Secondly, the layer is only a few microns thick, which is a bulk coating from
the perspective of the RF field (approximately 20-30 times the superconducting
penetration depth), but is thin enough to suppress issues of global thermal insta-
bility related to the considerably lower thermal conductivity of Nb3Sn [DHL17].
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There are a number of steps common to all past and present applications
of the vapour diffusion technique. The process is carried out in a specially
adapted ultra-high vacuum (UHV) furnace that contains a reaction chamber,
within which are situated the niobium part to be coated and a crucible filled
with high purity tin. If one is being used, a nucleation agent (commonly SnCl2
or SnF2) is placed in a crucible near the tin source. Nucleation may also be aided
by electrolytically growing the niobium oxide layer prior to coating, a process
referred to as pre-anodisation [Hil80]. Depending on the design of the furnace,
the reaction chamber may be part of a vacuum system separate from that of the
furnace proper, and the optionmay be available to pump (or not) on the reaction
chamber during the coating proper.
The temperature profile of any given coating consists of five separate stages
common to all coatings to date, with some extra options depending on fur-
nace design. An example of a temperature profile used at Cornell University
is shown in Figure 3.2, with the different stages marked. These are, in order:
1. A degas stage. The furnace is taken to a temperature between 100◦C and
200◦C and held at this temperature, commonly for a period of 24-48 hours.
During this time the active pumping on the reaction chamber removes
residual moisture and any species that may outgas from the chamber or
niobium part. Once the degas process is complete, the operator may de-
cide to seal the reaction chamber from active pumping.
2. A nucleation stage. The furnace is taken to an intermediate tempera-
ture, during which time nucleation sites (small droplets of tin) are formed
on the surface of the niobium part. This can be achieved using pre-
anodisation, the introduction of a temperature gradient between the cavity
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Figure 3.2: The standard Cornell coating recipe at time of writing. The major
steps are annotated, although the 24-hour degas stage is not shown.
The different stages are described in the text.
and the tin source (as performed at Siemens AG [dHHR+78]), and/or the
use of a nucleation agent such as SnF2 or SnCl2. The use of a nucleation
agent offers an advantage over the use of pre-anodisation in that it does
not reduce the RRR of the substrate from the oxide migrating into the bulk
during coating. The temperaturemay be held at this intermediate stage for
quite some time, to allow the nucleation to develop fully over the entire
area to be coated.
3. A ramp-up to the coating temperature. During this stage, if one is present,
the secondary hot-zone surrounding the tin source can be activated, creat-
ing a temperature gradient between tin source and the reaction chamber.
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The secondary heater may be activated at the beginning, during, or at the
end of the ramp-up.
4. The coating stage. The cavity is held at a temperature above 950◦C, at
which point the low-Tc phases of Nb-Sn (Nb6Sn5 and NbSn2) are thermo-
dynamically unfavourable. If a tin source heater is present, the tempera-
ture gradient between source and reaction chamber is maintained constant
for the duration of this step. It is at this stage that themajority of the Nb3Sn
layer growth occurs.
5. An annealing stage. If a separate source heater is not present, this step is
often considered part of the coating stage. If a source temperature gradi-
ent is being used, the secondary heater is turned off to allow the source to
cool to the same temperature or below that of the reaction chamber (de-
pending on the furnace design). This significantly reduces the input of
new tin vapour into the reaction, giving the remaining tin time to react.
During this step the cavity is maintained at a temperature above 950◦C.
Once complete, the furnace is turned off and allowed to cool naturally
by radiation and conduction until furnace is cool enough to be let up to
atmospheric pressure and opened.
Not all of these stages may be used in every coating for instance, in furnace
designs that do not use a secondary hot-zone for the source, stages 4 and 5 will
be combined into one coating stage (unless an annealing stage is carried out at
a lower chamber temperature). However, almost every coating to date can be
classified in terms of the parameters for these five stages.
At Siemens AG, coating of 10 GHz niobium cavities was carried out in-
side a quartz reaction chamber, in which a crucible containing high purity tin
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Figure 3.3: A schematic of the Siemens AG coating furnace, showing the two
configuration of the furnace, (A) and (B), corresponding to the indi-
cated regions in the coating recipe shown in Figure 3.4. This figure
is adapted from images shown in [dHHR+78].
and the niobium part to be coated were placed. However, first results demon-
strated that at the high temperatures involved the quartz was contaminating the
Nb3Sn[HMP
+75], and the coating method was altered. All subsequent coatings
were performed with the cavity serving as the reaction chamber, with only nio-
bium surfaces. A diagram of the Siemens coating apparatus is shown in Figure
3.3.
Coating at Siemens was carried out at a reaction temperature of 1050◦C
[dHHR+78]. Early coatings were plagued by regions of niobium that appeared
essentially uncoated [Hil80]; the suspicion was that uneven nucleation was pre-
venting uniform coverage of the Nb3Sn layer. This issue was resolved through
the use of (separately or combined):
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Figure 3.4: An example Siemens coating recipe. The two regions correspond
to the two different furnace configurations, (A) and (B), shown in
Figure 3.3. Although a 5-hour coating is shown, Siemens AG ex-
periment with a number of different coating lengths. This figure is
adapted from data given in [dHHR+78].
• A temperature gradient between the tin source and the cavity during the
initial temperature ramp-up, as given in the temperature profile shown in
Figure 3.4,
• Growing the oxide layer of the niobium substrate prior to coating using
electrolytic anodization, and
• The use of a nucleation agent such as SnCl2 or SnF2 to cover the niobium
substrate with tin nucleation sites prior to reaching coating temperature.
Following these changes, the performance demonstrated in Figures 3.1 was
obtained.
Following shortly after the beginning of the Siemens research program, sim-
ilar programs began at Kernforschungszentrum Karlsruhe (KfK) and the Uni-
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versity of Wuppertal [HGM+84]. The latter included collaboration with Thomas
Jefferson National Laboratory [BKM+97], and resulted in the production of the
first Nb3Sn 1.5 GHz multi-cell cavities. With the transition to larger cavities,
a major change that was made was the introduction of a second hot-zone sur-
rounding the tin source. This allowed the temperature gradient between the
source and the reaction chamber to be altered in a more controlled manner than
was previously possible with the smaller Siemens furnace design. A schematic
of the Wuppertal 1 GHz coating furnace is shown in Figure 3.5, showing the
location of the separate hot-zone containing the tin source.
In a manner similar to the Siemens coatings, Wuppertal introduced a tem-
perature gradient during the ramp-up to temperature, as seen in an example of
their coating profile shown in Figure 3.6. However, this temperature gradient
was maintained during the coating, in order to ensure an adequate supply of
tin for the larger cavity. The tin source was powered down before the cavity, al-
lowing the unreacted tin to diffuse before turning the furnace off and allowing
the cavity to cool by radiation.
The cavities coated at Wuppertal were considerably larger than those coated
at Siemens AG, including 1.5 GHz cavities of the CEBAF [KAK+85] design.
These cavities achieved exceptional quality factors of above 1010 at fields of 2-
5 MV/m [MKM96] however, at higher fields they saw the onset of a drastic
Q-slope that brought the quality factor down to below Q = 109 at 15 MV/m. An
example of this performance is shown in Figure 3.7. At the time, this Q-slope
was feared to be fundamental to Nb3Sn coated cavities, as the field at which
the slope onset corresponded to the expected range of the lower critical field
Hc1 of Nb3Sn. This created the suspicion that the Q-slope was being caused by
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Figure 3.5: Schematic of the furnace used for coating 1 GHz cavities coated at
the University of Wuppertal. In contrast to the Siemens design, the
cavity and source are kept in separate hot-zones. This image is re-
produced from [PHK+88].
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Figure 3.6: An example of the coating recipe used at the University of Wupper-
tal. The separate hot-zone allowed the source to be operated at a
temperature both above and below that of the cavity. This image is
adapted from data found in [Pei83].
magnetic vortices entering above this field and causing increased losses.
Studies on SRF cavities were also carried out from the 1970s through to the
1990s at CERN, SLAC, and at Cornell University [AMC86, ABHT83, Sti78]. By
the turn of 2000, however, the majority of the programs including the major
players of Siemens AG and the University of Wuppertal had either ended or
were winding down, no longer producing new cavity coatings. Development
of Nb3Sn cavities using the vapour diffusion method was put on hold during
first decade of the new millennium, until in 2009 a new program was started at
Cornell University [PLX11, PL11]. This programwas based on a coating furnace
whose design was adapted from that used at the University of Wuppertal, and
whose operation will be described in detail in the next section. The 1.3 GHz
single-cell cavities produced on this program did not show Q-slope previously
seen at Wuppertal, abating the fear that Hc1 was a fundamental limitation for
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Figure 3.7: Characteristic performance of 1.5 GHz Nb3Sn-coated cavities pro-
duced at Wuppertal. The Q-slope see at medium fields and above is
very characteristic for cavities of this era, and it was suspected that
this behaviour was fundamental to Nb3Sn. This figure is reproduced
from [MKM96]. Note that the gradient given is the peak electric sur-
face field – this can be converted to accelerating gradient or peak
surface magnetic field using the constants given for CEBAF cavities
in Table 1.1 (e.g. Epk = 20 MV/m is equivalent to Eacc = 11.4 MV/m).
Type-II superconductors [BKM+97]. This result generated a resurgence in in-
terest for Nb3Sn as an alternative to niobium. In 2011, a program began to coat
cavities with Nb3Sn at Thomas JeffersonNational Laboratory [EKR
+15] using an
adaption of the Siemens process. More recently, this furnace has been upgraded
to coat 5-cell CEBAF cavities complete with endgroups. In 2014, a program
was started at Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory to adapt a furnace for the
coating of 1.3 GHz 9-cell TeSLA cavities [PMRT15]. As of 2017, this program
has completed commissioning of the furnace, which is an adaption of the Cor-
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Figure 3.8: Simplified schematics summarising the operation of the major coat-
ing furnace designs to date. The Jefferson Laboratory furnace is an
adaption of the Siemens design, and the Fermi National Laboratory
furnace is a horizontal variant of the Cornell design, which is in itself
adapted from the Wuppertal furnace.
nell design, and has successfully coated 1.3 GHz single-cells. A diagram that
summarises the furnace designs used up to the present day is shown in Figure
3.8.
Other programs to produce Nb3Sn coatings using methods besides vapour
diffusion have also made continuing process throughout the last decade, al-
though they have received comparatively less attention and investment. These
include methods such as chemical vapour deposition (CVD), liquid tin dip-
ping, multilayer sputtering, mechanical plating, electron beam coevapora-
tion, bronze processing, and electrodeposition [RSI+16, BBR+16, Kri12, Mit10,
DRR+09, RDS+09, DKR+06, CRZ+06, Ham75, Hak88, HHO74]. These alternative
methods could potentially provide a number of advantages over the vapour dif-
fusion process, including reduction in material costs (using a substrate of cop-
per), and potentially more control over layer stoichiometry. However, they are
also more complex, and can suffer from the formation of undesirable phases,
coating non-uniformity, high surface roughness, and very small grain sizes
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(which have been associated with weak link grain boundary effects [PCH+99]).
At time of writing, none of these methods have achieved cavity quality factors
or gradients close to those of cavities produced by the vapour diffusion method.
However, progress continues to be made in all areas of Nb3Sn production, and
nowhere is it written that vapour diffusion is the ultimate method of producing
Nb3Sn cavities.
3.2 The Cornell Nb3Sn coating furnace
The Cornell Nb3Sn coating furnace is an adaption of the Wuppertal design seen
in Figure 3.5. However, instead of having the tin source as a separate hot-
zone connected by a tube, the source hot-zone lies within the primary hot-zone
[PHLX12, Pos14]. This means that the source is comparatively closer to the cav-
ity; however, it does mean that the source cannot be cooler than the cavity. It is
located in the cleanroom facility at Newman Laboratory on Cornell’s campus.
A diagram of the coating furnace is shown in Figure 3.9. The furnace itself
was originally designed as a baking furnace for degassing and purification of
niobium cavities and assembled in-house at Cornell in the 1980s. A cylindrical
chamber is mounted inside the furnace, within which cavities are placed verti-
cally (as opposed to more recent furnace designs in which they lie on their side).
The original baking insert was removed, and replaced with a specially designed
coating insert.
The coating insert is a niobium cylinder, with a niobium base at one end, and
a steel flange at the other for connection to the main furnace. The niobium to
steel transition is done using a copper braze located a few centimetres from the
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Figure 3.9: A diagram showing the Cornell University coating insert, which is
housed inside an ultra-high vacuum furnace (shown top right) lo-
cated in the Newman laboratory cleanroom. The tin source is lo-
cated at the bottom of the insert, surrounded by a secondary heater
that allows the source to be held at a temperature above that of the
cavity. The inside of the insert, shown bottom right, shows a single-
cell TeSLA-style cavity placed inside the coating insert. This figure
is adapted from material originally published in [Pos14].
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steel flange. Once in place, the steel flange serves as the opening to the furnace,
into which cavities and samples can be lowered. A steel plate with a vacuum
connection is bolted on top to seal the chamber. This vacuum connection links
the chamber and furnace vacuum spaces, and can be closed using a manual
valve on the top of the furnace. This allows the chamber to be completely sealed
during coating.
In the centre of the base of the niobium cylinder is a small alcove, which
sticks out below the length of the cylinder, as seen in Figure 3.9. Inside this
alcove, lowered from the top of the furnace, is placed the tungsten crucible filled
with tin that will act as the tin source. Surrounding this alcove from the outside
of the cylinder is the secondary heater, whose power connections run up the
outside of the insert and through a vacuum feedthrough on the upper flange.
The secondary heater is encased in a white ceramic heat shield, inside of which
are located the C-type thermocouples for measuring the source temperature.
The connections for these also run outside the insert and up through a vacuum
feedthrough on the top of the furnace.
On the outside of the insert, at the height of the equator of a single-cell
1.3 GHz cavity when placed in the furnace insert, are placed two more C-type
thermocouples. These act as a temperature measurement for the furnace cham-
ber and its contents. These thermocouple connections follow those from the
source up through a feedthrough at the top of the furnace. From here, extension
cables carry these four wires (2 for the chamber, 2 for the source) from inside the
cleanroom to a data acquisition box located near the furnace control computer.
Each thermocouple is measured using an isolated channel - this is necessary
as accidental grounding of the thermocouples can result in significant DC bias
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relative to each other.
Power for the primary heater is delivered from a high power DC power
supply originally intended for welding. The power supply provides a direct
measurement of the voltage provided by the power supply, which is propor-
tional to a 0-10 volt control input, and a voltage measurement of a shunt resis-
tor provides a measurement of the current through the main furnace heating
filaments. These measurements also provide information regarding dissipated
power and filament resistance, useful for monitoring any ageing or issues with
the furnace filaments. The secondary heater for the tin source is powered from
a constant-current silicon control rectifier (SCR) power supply, which sends a
chopped 60 Hz AC drive to the heater. The RMS current is proportional to a
0-10 volt signal provided by the control system. The RMS voltage is measured
directly across the connections to the secondary heater at the top of the furnace,
and use of a current transformer provides a measurement of the RMS current
through the secondary heater. From this, the dissipated power and heater coil
resistance are extrapolated.
Measurements of the pressure in the furnace filament zone are provided by
hot filament ion (HFIG) gauges. A separate measurement of the pressure in the
coating chamber is provided by a cold cathode (CCG) gauge, which is sealed
off from the chamber alongside the vacuum pumps during the coating to avoid
contamination from the nucleation agent or tin vapour. Therefore, the pressure
during the coating is unknown. The furnace is pumped on using a combination
of a turbo-molecular pump (backed by a roughing pump) and a cryo-pump,
with cold pressures post-degas being in the low 10−8 Torr. During degas, the
pressure in the chamber can go as high as the low 10−5 Torr region, and degas is
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Figure 3.10: The control system for the Cornell coating furnace. Pumps and
valves are operated from the central rack, which also hosts the
power supply interlock. Once active, the furnace is controlled from
the computer on the left. The furnace can be seen through the clean-
room door on the right.
considered complete when pressures at 180◦C fall into the low 10−6 range.
Themajority of the furnace systems aremonitored andmanaged from a com-
bination of a control rack and a PC located just outside the cleanroom. A photo
of this system is shown in Figure 3.10. A MatLab control program monitors the
major parameters of the furnace and allows for operation via a remote login. A
recent addition to the furnace monitoring program is a dead reckoning system
for deducing the amount of tin remaining in the crucible during coating. The
vapour pressure of tin and tin chloride are known from literature [Pei83, MO87],






Figure 3.11: Left, the vapour pressure of tin and tin chloride as a function of
temperature. Right, the mean free path of tin as calculated from
Equation (3.1). Vapour pressure data from [Pei83, MO87].
where T is the temperature of the gas, d the Van DerWaal’s diameter of the atom
(450 pm in the case of tin), and p the vapor pressure of the gas. The vapour pres-
sure and mean free path of tin and tin chloride are shown in Figure 3.11. Given
this, we can surmise that for a 1.3 GHz single-cell cavity with an iris diameter
of approximately 7 cm, a tin vapour temperature of above 1150◦C is necessary
to ensure a uniform coating. Knowing the temperature of the tin source, we









where M is the mass of tin in the crucible, A is the area of the mouth of the tin
source, and m is the mass of a tin molecule. Since the temperature of the source
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is known at all times during the coating, and the initial amount of tin is mea-
sured prior to coating, the amount of tin remaining can be deduced from this
evaporation rate. The extrapolated final amount can be compared to the mea-
sured final amount post coating. To test the accuracy of the evaporation rate,
the data from 23 coatings (specifically chosen from all coatings for being the
ones in which tin remained in the crucible after coating) was used to generate
an estimate for the amount of tin consumed during the coating. This gives an
extrapolated change in mass of the crucible, δmextrap. This was compared to the
measured change in mass of the crucible from measurements before and after
coating, giving a measured value δmmeas. The relative accuracy of the extrapo-
lation, σ = δmmeas/δmextrap − 1, is plotted for the 23 coatings in Figure 3.12. The
average accuracy of the extrapolated amount of tin consumed was found to be
±6% compared to the actual change in the weight of the crucible during coating.
The furnace insert can accommodate a variety of items for coating. The hot-
zone of the furnace extends up approximately half the height of the furnace,
with separate heat shields being lowered into the reaction chamber (as seen in
Figure 3.9) to complete the hot-zone enclosure. The hot-zone is large enough to
accommodate a 1.3 GHz single-cell ILC-style cavity, which sits on three tung-
sten feet arranged in a circular fashion around the base of the furnace (these are
necessary to prevent the cavity flange from welding to the chamber). Samples
can either be hung from the heat shields using niobium wire, or placed in tung-
sten sample holders and seated near the tin source. Up to two samples can be
seated near the source, alongside the tungsten boat containing the SnCl2 nucle-
ation agent. Samples and other items weighing up to 1 kg can be hung from the
heatshields, and past coatings have included items such as elliptical samples for
muon spin rotation measurements [JAA+17], optical coupling cavities [YSBS15],
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Figure 3.12: Accuracy of the prediction for the amount of tin consumed during
a coating from the evaporation calculation of Equation (3.2), as de-
termined by the error relative to the measured change of the weight
of the crucible after coating. The scatter indicates a typical accuracy
of ±6%.
and scanning tunneling microscopy tips.
3.3 Standard coating procedure
The standard coating procedure, at time of writing, consists of 5 hours of nu-
cleation, 1.5 hours of coating, and 1 hour of annealing. This differs from the
coating used previously in [Pos14], and uses a larger temperature gradient be-
tween the tin source and cavity during coating (∆T = 130◦C as opposed to
100◦C). The standard coating cycle described in this section is the product of
a study of the impact the recipe parameters on the performance of the cav-
ity [HGK+15, HLM16]. The results of this study showed that the best perfor-
mance was obtained for a coating in which the ∆T was as high as could be
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safely achieved in the furnace, and an amount of tin between 1.4 and 1.8 g was
consumed. A comparatively short annealing period of 1 hour was chosen, in
light of the observation that cavities that were subject to 6 hours or more of
annealing (or an elevated chamber temperature during the annealing period)
demonstrated a higher residual resistance than cavities that had only received
0.5-1 hour of annealing. The full coating cycle takes one week, when all the pro-
cedures are considered (loading, pump-down, coating, let-up, and unloading).
Following the previous coating, the cavity is let up to atmosphere using
ultra-high purity nitrogen gas. The let up is done slowly over the course of
12 hours using a mass flow controller (MFC) introducing nitrogen at a rate of
10 SCCM. This is done to suppress turbulence in the piping that might introduce
particles and contaminants into the furnace chamber.
Once the furnace is at positive pressure, the letup is stopped and the vacuum
connection between the reaction chamber and furnace filament space is closed.
This keeps the furnace space at slight positive pressure while the reaction cham-
ber is opened to air, and prevents moisture from entering the system. The lid
of the furnace is removed to expose the reaction chamber, and the heat shields
are removed. Samples, which hang from the heat shields, are removed at the
same time. If a cavity was being coated, it is removed using a hook system with
niobium cables. Following this, the source sample holders, SnCl2 boat, and tin
crucible are removed, in that order.
With the furnace now empty, new tin is now introduced. A standard coating
uses approximately 1.5-1.7 grams of tin. The empty weight of the tin crucible is
known to be 60.022 g - if tin remains from the previous coating, additional tin
is added to ensure that the weight of the crucible is 2.0-2.2 g above the empty
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weight, to ensure a sufficient supply of tin. In the event of a non-standard coat-
ing, an appropriate amount of tin is added to ensure that sufficient tin is avail-
able without excessive amounts remaining at the end of coating. A scale in the
furnace chamber is used to measure the weight of the crucible both pre and post
coating. Once ready, the crucible with tin is lowered into the alcove at the base
of the reaction chamber.
If called for, source sample coupons (up to 2 of them) are now added to their
holders and lowered into the furnace to their seating areas next to the source.
Tin chloride is added to the tin chloride boat - the standard amount being 0.22 g
- and lowered to its seating area next to the source. If a cavity is being coated, it
is lowered into the furnace and seated onto the three tungsten feet on the floor of
the reaction chamber, centred around the source which now looks up through
the centre of the cavity. Samples, by contrast, are hung from the heat shields
using niobium wire and lowered into the furnace with the heat shields. Once
the heat shields are in place, the reaction chamber is sealed and the vacuum
connection between the reaction chamber and the furnace space is opened.
The furnace is slowly pumped down to roughing vacuum through an MFC
at 10 SCCM. Once at roughing vacuum, a turbo-molecular pump is used to
lower the reaction chamber pressure to approximately 10−6 Torr. Once at this
pressure, a cryopump is used in combination with the turbo-molecular pump
to lower the pressure further to 10−7 Torr. The entire pumping process takes
24-48 hours, depending on the amount of moisture introduced into the reaction
chamber.
Now at vacuum, the furnace water cooling systems are engaged and the fur-
nace is turned on. The degas stage begins, raising the temperature of the reac-
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tion chamber to 180◦C. This is held for 24-48 hours. Once complete, the reaction
chamber is sealed and the coating process is begun. The temperature profile for
the standard coating procedure is shown in Figure 3.2. Unless otherwise stated,
this is the coating procedure that all samples and cavities introduced in later
chapters were subjected to. Following 5 hours of nucleation, a temperature gra-
dient of >150◦C is introduced between the source and the chamber. The furnace
is ramped up to a temperature of 1120◦C and 1250◦C on the reaction chamber
and tin source, respectively. This state is held for 1.5 hours, at which point the
tin source heater is turned off and the tin source is allowed to cool to the tem-
perature of the furnace. From the moment of turning the source heater off, the
furnace is kept on at the same temperature for 1 hour before the power to the
furnace is cut and the chamber is allowed to cool naturally. Once the reaction
chamber falls below 40◦C, the furnace letup can begin and the cycle ends. The
furnace is opened, the coated parts are removed, and the new cycle begins.
Once coated, samples and cavities are ready for use. Standard procedure
for samples is to clean them with methanol using a lint-free rag before being
sent for analysis, whilst cavities are subjected to a standard high-pressure rinse
before being assembled onto a cavity test assembly. The subsequent testing of
these Nb3Sn SRF cavities is the subject of the next chapter.
3.4 Nature of the coated layer
The layer formed by the standard process is approximately 2-3 µm thick with a
mean grain size of approximately 1 µm. A scanning electron microscope (SEM)
image of the surface of the coated layer is shown in Figure 3.13 alongside the
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Figure 3.13: (A) An image of the surface of the Nb3Sn layer as viewed in the
scanning electron microscope. (B) The grains outlined using a
graphical watershed method. (C) Distribution of grain surface ar-
eas from a number of images like that in (A). The average grain size
for this coupon was found to be 1.32 µm2.
distribution of grain sizes. A cross-section image of the layer is shown in Figure
3.14, showing the columnar nature of grains.
In the current range of reaction temperatures of 1000-1200◦C, the growth
mechanism is understood to be dominated by grain boundary diffusion [Hil80].
Once the initial Nb3Sn layer is formed, tin migrates through the grain bound-
aries to the Nb3Sn-niobium interface to form tin-depleted Nb3Sn. This tin-
depleted phase is brought to stoichiometry by the introduction of more tin from
the boundaries. As the layer grows, the grains increase in size, which decreases
the surface density of grain boundaries. In turn, this slows the growth rate of
the layer, as grain boundaries are required to carry tin from the surface to the
interface. Wuppertal measured the growth rate to be [PHK+88]
d(t) = d0t
0.38±0.04 , (3.3)
where d0 = (1.3 ± 0.1) µm and t is the time in hours.
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Figure 3.14: Left, an STEM image of the cross-section of the Nb3Sn layer. On the
right the image has been false-coloured to identify the RF surface,
and the Nb3Sn layer, and the niobium substrate. The grain bound-
aries of the Nb3Sn layer are highlighted. The protective platinum
layer is introduced during the sample preparation for STEM and is
not present during coating or RF testing.
Tin-depletion has been observed in chemical analysis of cross-sections using
energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS), as seen in the image taken at Ar-
gonne National Lab shown in Figure 3.15 [BPG+15]. Tin-depletion is seen both
at the Nb3Sn-niobium interface and, at regions in the layer, a few penetration
depths away from the RF layer. The mechanism by which these tin-depleted
regions form and sustain themselves is not yet fully understood, although their
impact upon cavity performance is currently believed to be minimal provided
that no surface material removal is performed. Indeed, the best performance
observed in 1.3 GHz cavities to date has been achieved using the surface as
received immediately post-coating, with only a water-based cleaning regime re-
quited. Unless otherwise specified, all cavities results given in this work have
received no post-coating processing to alter the layer.
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Figure 3.15: EDX chemical analysis of a cross-section from a Nb3Sn sample
coated at Cornell. The difference signal of the tin and niobium in-
dicates the presence of a tin-depleted Nb3Sn phase within the layer.




RF TESTING OF SRF CAVITIES
An SRF cavity can undergo two kinds of tests: a vertical test, in which the
cavity is tested bare, without any of the paraphernalia necessary for beam accel-
eration; and a horizontal test, in which the cavity is assembled into a cryomod-
ule with all or almost all the necessary components for beam acceleration. Due
to the expense involved, a horizontal test is usually reserved for multi-cell cav-
ities that form the tail-end of a research program that is looking to move into
production. However, all cavities will undertake at least one, if not many more,
vertical tests during their lifetime.
The vertical test facility at Cornell University is located in the basement of
Newman Laboratory on central campus. The test area consists of three test
pits, shown in the photo in Figure 4.1. These three pits accommodate helium
cryostats of different sizes, allowing a variety of cavity shapes and sizes to be
tested. The most common measurement carried out is a measurement of the
cavity quality factor with accelerating gradient (Q vs E) and temperature (Q
vs T ). The system is extremely flexible however, and a number of other mea-
surements can be carried out including measurements of cavity frequency with
temperature ( f vs T ), high pulsed power (HPP) measurements of critical break-
down fields, temperature mapping (T-Mapping) of local heating on the cavity
surface, and more. A few of these more specific methods will be described later
when they are used in experiments carried out on Nb3Sn cavities. In this chap-
ter we will describe the most common elements of a cavity vertical test and how
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Figure 4.1: The vertical test facility at Newman Laboratory on Cornell campus.
The three test pits – the furthest one is covered by the block necessary
for radiation shielding – house the cryostats in which the cavities are
tested. The operator station can be seen at the control racks on the
left side of the photograph.
they are carried out.
4.1 The vertical test setup
In preparation for a cavity test, an SRF cavity is subjected to a number of pre-
processing methods, which can include chemical polishing [PDK+93, TRK+06,
DSMS71, TCRK08], impurity doping [GKL16], and Nb3Sn coating. The final
step is common to all cavity preparations, and consists of subjecting the cavity to
a high-pressure rinse with DI water [KL95] in a cleanroom environment. Once
this cleaning is complete, the cavity is dried and is ready to be assembled onto
the testing apparatus.
In a vertical test, a cavity is mounted on a test insert, as shown in Figure 4.2.
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The top end of the cavity is sealed with a plate in whose centre is located a small
RF pickup probe. The other end is connected to the main flange on the insert,
through which the main RF power coupler protrudes. At the base of the coupler
is located a vacuum port that travels through the piping inside one of the two
support struts up to the top plate of the insert. This piping splits to an ion pump
and a vacuum port that can be connected to a pumping line.
In order to avoid undesirable effects such as field emission and thermal
quenches due to surface contamination, cavities must be assembled in a clean-
room. At Cornell, assembly of the cavity onto the insert is done in a class 10
(ISO 4) cleanroom area immediately following the cavity high pressure rinse.
The ends of the cavity are sealed using indium flanges. All vacuum spaces that
are connected to the cavity space are kept as clean as possible to lower the pos-
sibility that they contaminate the cavity surface during transport and operation.
SRF cavities must operate with their interior at vacuum, to allow free pas-
sage of the electron beam and to avoid generation of a plasma from the gas in-
side the cavity. Even in the absence of beam, in order to sustain the high electric
gradients experienced during a vertical test the cavity must be held at a vacuum
of approximately 10−8 Torr or less. The initial pump-down of the cavity is done
by connecting a pumping line to the top of the insert, which pumps down the
cavity space slowly through the use of a mass flow controller. Once at vacuum,
the cavity vacuum is maintained during transport to the test facility using the
ion pump located on the top of the insert.
Once sealed and pumped down, the assembled test insert is removed from
the cleanroom and relocated to the test area. This is comprised of three test pits,
as seen in Figure 4.1, inside which are three cryostats of different sizes. Before
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Figure 4.2: Diagram of a vertical test insert used for cavity testing in the facility
at Newman laboratory. The major components are annotated. The
forward power cable for supplying the cavity with RF power is not
shown. This figure originally published in [Kno97].
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insertion, a number of instruments are added to the insert. To begin, RF cables
for the forward and transmitted power are attached to the base of the coupler
and the pickup probe on the top plate of the cavity, respectively. This is fol-
lowed by a helium level stick to measure the level of the liquid helium in the
cryostat, and cryogenic temperature sensors on the cavity (or at other chosen
locations) to determine cavity temperature. A helium delivery pipe referred
to as a stinger is mounted such that liquid helium is carried from the delivery
line at the top of the insert to the base of the cryostat. This completes the basic
assembly, although a myriad of other items can be added for specific experi-
ments, such as magnetic flux gates for the measurement of magnetic fields, and
a temperature mapping system for measurements of local cavity heating dur-
ing operation. These specialized items are described in more detail in the later
sections in which they are used.
The helium delivery stinger for Nb3Sn cavities is equipped with a special
heating system for careful control of the temperature gradient during the transi-
tion through Tc. A photo of this system is shown in Figure 4.3. By controlling the
input rate of helium using valves of the helium delivery system, and the tem-
perature of the inserted helium using the heater located inside the stinger, the
temperature gradient across the cavity and the cooldown rate can be precisely
controlled. As will be explained in more detail in chapter 5, this is necessary
to control the generation of thermoelectric currents that appear in the presence
of temperature gradients due to the bimetallic interface that exists between the
Nb3Sn layer and the niobium substrate.
Once all the necessary equipment is mounted, the insert is lowered into the
cryostat. The top plate seals against the top of the cryostat so that the interior
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Figure 4.3: The helium insertion device – or stinger – used on the vertical test
inserts at Cornell for controlling the cooldown temperature rate and
gradient during vertical testing. The cold helium gas is throttled
using a Joule-Thompson valve and heated using a heater maze in
the passage of the gas. The gas is then injected at the base of the
cryostat.
can be pumped down to vacuum. This is necessary prior the introduction of the
liquid helium to prevent the air from freezing onto the insert and contaminating
the helium recovery system. Liquid helium is introduced from a 3000 L dewar
that is refilled by a helium liquefier. This system is shown in Figure 4.4. Gas
generated from the boiling of liquid helium is siphoned off by a piping connec-
tion at the top of the insert that feeds the helium to a recovery system, where
a compressor stores the gas in large outside storage tanks. These tanks feed
the liquefier and allow ≈ 70 percent of the liquid helium to be recycled, saving
approximately half a million US dollars per year.
Once at cryogenic temperatures and superconducting, the cavity can be op-
erated. This is done through the use of the RF system illustrated in Figure 4.5.
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Figure 4.4: Part of the cryoplant used at Newman laboratory for vertical testing.
The dewar on the right is capable of supplying a maximum of 3000 L
of liquid helium to the test pits. This helium is recovered – in gaseous
form – by a compressor and stored in an outside tank. The warm
gaseous helium is converted back into liquid by the liquefier on the
left, which injects the product directly back into the main dewar.
A signal generator is used to generate the 1.3 GHz drive signal, which is atten-
uated by the desired amount before being sent to the amplifier system. Once
amplified, a small amount of the forward power is siphoned off by a directional
coupler, where it is measured by a power meter. This provides (via knowledge
of attenuation from the directional coupler) the value of the forward power P f .
The majority of the power is sent along the main RF power cable to the cou-
pler where, provided the signal is on the cavity resonance, it is injected into
the cavity. Unless the coupler and cavity are impedance matched, the reflected
power returns along the power cable where it is prevented from returning to
the amplifier output by a circulator. This circulator diverts the power to another
directional coupler, where part is extracted for measurement by a second power
meter. This is used to measure the returning from the power coupler, Pc. The
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remaining power is directed into a load, in which it is dissipated.
A small fraction of the power in the cavity is extracted by the pickup probe
in the top plate of the cavity. This signal is split by a 3 dB splitter, with half
of it being sent to a third power meter. This provides a measurement of the
power transmitted through the cavity, Pt. The other half, which the splitter has
shifted by 180◦, is amplifier and then combined with the output signal from
signal generator inside an RF mixer (as the radio-frequency and local oscillator
inputs, respectively), whose intermediate frequency (IF) output is fed back into
the external input of the signal generator to form a phase-lock loop (PLL). This
is necessary to ensure that the frequency generated by the signal generator re-
mains equal to the natural resonant frequency of the cavity. This can shift under
the influence of mechanical oscillations from nearby equipment, such as vac-
uum pumps. Due to the high quality factor of the cavity, a deformation of 3 nm
in a single-cell TeSLA cavity will result in a frequency shift of 1 Hz. For a cavity
with a quality factor of 2 × 1010, and therefore a bandwidth of f /Q = 0.065 Hz,
this would result in a loss of the resonance drive if not corrected. The PLL en-
sures that the signal generator remains locked at the cavity resonant frequency.
A difference in the path length between the local oscillator (forward power from
signal generator) and the radio-frequency (transmitted power from the cavity)
results in a phase offset, which is corrected through the use of a phase shifter.
This allows the locked phase to be positioned at the centre of the resonance
curve, which is referred to as “optimising” the cavity phase.
Operation of this RF system allows both for the control of the accelerating
gradient in the cavity (provided the cavity can sustain this field), and measure-
ment of the intrinsic quality factor Q0 of the cavity at this field and bath tem-
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Figure 4.5: The RF vertical testing setup for single-cavity testing. For simplicity,
some attenuators have been omitted. The signal generator emits an
RF signal that is amplified by a solid state amplifier or a klystron (not
shown). Part of this amplified output is siphoned for measurement
of P f . The rest is transmitted to the cavity, and the reflected portion
is diverted away from the amplifier by a circulator. Of this power,
some is extracted for ameasurement of Pr (which is Pc at steady-state
lock). The remainder is dissipated in a load. The power transmitted
through the cavity is split, with half going for a measurement of Pt,
and the other half (after a 180 degree phase shift) being combined
with the signal from the generator inside a mixer. The output from
the mixer is used to modulate the output of the signal generator. Use
of a phase shifter allows the phase-lock to be optimised to drive the
cavity on resonance.
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perature. The method for measuring these parameters, and by extension the
surface magnetic field to which the superconductor is being subjected and its
RF surface resistance, are described in the next section.
4.2 Measuring cavity quality factor
Measuring cavity Q at Cornell is achieved using a decay method. With the RF
on, and the cavity locked at its resonant frequency ω0 = 2π f0, the cavity is filled
to an energy U that is, in the steady state, held constant by the balance between
the forward power from into the cavity at the coupler P f and the power dissi-
pated in the cavity Pd. Once in this steady state, the RF drive is turned off and
the energy in the cavity is allowed to decay. The various powers (P f , Pr, Pe, Pc,
and so on) are measuring using the power meters indicated in Figure 4.5, and
knowledge of the cable attenuations (using known calibrations) allow for the
extrapolation of the power flow at the appropriate location in the RF system.
The presence of the RF power coupler creates a coupled oscillator system
between the antenna and the cavity. This results in the complete system having
a loaded quality factor QL that can be broken into three components, one per-
taining to the cavity and the other two symbolising the losses from the power













where Qe and Qt are the Q for the power coupler and pickup probe, respectively.
The coupling of the transmitted probe is purposely designed to be small, such
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that Qt ≫ Q0 and therefore the contribution of 1/Qt can be ignored in the cal-
culation of QL. This leaves the task of determining Qe to determine Q0 from
behaviour of the QL.





which, when β = 1, signifies that the antenna is impedance matched to the
cavity and that therefore P f = Pd. For all other values of β, a portion of P f will
be reflected back toward the load during operation at steady state. This power is
referred to as the steady-state reflected power or Pr (a specific case of the power




P f . (4.3)







where τL = QL/ω0 is the characteristic decay time of the loaded system. The




where U0 is the energy in the cavity just before the power is turned off. Equation
(4.4) indicates that, after turning the RF off, the cavity will emit power from the
coupler – just as the coupler can introduce power, it can also siphon it out. De-
pending on the coupling β, the value of Pc will jump to a new value the instant
after the power is turned off (unless β = 1/3). This can be seen in Figure 4.6,
where the value of Pc as a function of time is shown as the RF is turned on and
then off again after reaching steady state. The value of Pc the instant after the
RF is turned off is referred to as the peak emitted power, Pe. The values of Pe
and the steady state reflected power Pr are noted in Figure 4.6. A particular case
is that in which the cavity is impedance matched to the coupler, in which case
β = 1, Pr = 0, and Pe = P f = Pd, where P f is the forward into the coupler when
RF is on.
From the measurements of P f and Pr (immediately prior to RF off) and Pe





























Figure 4.6: Examples of the behaviour of the returning coupler power Pc, rel-
ative to the forward power into the coupler when the RF is on (i.e.
Pc/P f ). The value of P f is constant. At t = 0, the RF is turned on and
the Pc decreases until it reaches a steady state, where Pc = Pr. The
value of Pr is indicated. At t/τL = 25, the RF is turned off, and P f = 0
(although Pc remains defined relative to P f when the RF was on).
The value of Pc the instant when the RF turned off is where Pc = Pe,
and is also indicated. The value of Pc now decays according to τL.
and the term
[
P f < Pe?
]
= 1 when P f < Pe and 0 otherwise. In measurement,
the agreement between these two is used to determine the precision of the mea-
surement, and β is taken to be the average of the two.
Assuming that the Q of the cavity does not change much during the initial
part of the decay, then τL can be determined by taking the logarithm of Pc after
the RF is turned off and performing a linear fit to the beginning of the decay.
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With τL and β now known, the quality factor of the cavity at the time the power
was turned off is given by
Q0 = 2π f0τL(1 + β) , (4.9)





where the dissipated power Pd is given by Equation 4.3.









, which are obtained from simulations of the cavity
shapes. In a similar fashion, the average surface resistance Rs = G/Q0 and peak






In the event of strong Q-slope being present, the assumption that the Q does
not change during the initial stage of the decay (from which τL is extracted)
no longer holds, and this will result in an inaccurate measurement of Q0. This
issue can be resolved through use of the transmitted power probe, which mea-
sures the transmitted power Pt. However, in contrast to the forward/reflected
portion of the system, the attenuation in the transmitted power cable and the
coupling of the transmitted power probe to the cavity are usually not known. It
is therefore necessary that at least one measurement be made using the method
describe above before the following method can be utilised. This calibration
decay measurement is done in a portion of the Q vs E curve is sufficiently flat,
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usually towards the lower end of the curve.
Once a conventional point has been measured, calibration constants for the























Use of the transmitted power allows for accurate measurement of Q0 in spite
of the presence of strong Q-slope.
By performing these measurements multiple times at different values of for-
ward power from the amplifier (and by extension, energy in the cavity), a Q vs E
curve is created at a given cavity bath temperature. An example is given in Fig-
ure 4.7. However, generating a dense Q vs E curve can be time consuming, and
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Figure 4.7: A Q vs E of a Cornell Nb3Sn cavity taken at 4.2 K. The points from
a conventional Q vs E are shown. A Q vs E using the continuous
method, derived from the highest-field conventional point, is shown
in blue.
the boiling of helium in the cavity naturally places a time limit on cavity mea-
surements. A new method implemented for the experiments presented later is
a “continuous” Q vs E measurement, in which the remainder of the decay of Pc
after the RF is turned off, rather than being discarded, is used to extrapolate Q
and E as the field in the cavity decays.
In the continuous method, a standard decay measurement is taken, which
gives a measurement of β and Q0 at the instant the forward power was turned





which will remain constant through the decay (as opposed to β, which will vary
with Q0). By taking the derivative of the logarithm of the decay of Pc, τL as a
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ln Pc(t) , (4.16)
where t = 0 is the time at which the RF is turned off, such that Pc(t) = Pe.









from which in turn we obtain
Q0(t) = 2π f0τ0(t) . (4.18)






By equating times in the vectors of Q0(t) and E(t), the full Q vs E curve can
be obtained.
An example of a continuous Q vs E curve is shown overlaid on a conven-
tionally obtained one in Figure 4.7. The continuous curve was obtained from
the decay of the last conventional point. Alternatively, multiple overlaid con-
tinuous Q vs E curves (obtained from each conventional point) can be stitched
together for even greater precision. The resolution of the continuous curve is
limited by the number of time points that can be stored in the power meter (in
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the system used at Cornell, two power meters are daisy-chained to double this
number).
This method is useful when trying to compare the resistance at a given RF
gradient from two different curves. A Q vs E curve collected in the conventional
manner by using one decay point per field requires a considerable number of
points to reduce the impact of interpolating between points. Comparatively, the
high resolution of the continuous Q vs E curve allows the Q at a desired E to be
extracted accurately while only needing a few measurement points to actually
be taken. This is taken advantage of to compare the many Q vs E curves used
to generate figures such as Figure 5.27. Although each curve only consisted of
5-10 decay points, the continuous method allows the Q vs E data between these
points to be filled in accurately. It is also useful in ensuring that the data in a
Q vs T curve is representative of a constant field – all the points are taken at a
field slightly greater than the intended field, and then the Q at the desired field
is extracted for all the points in the Q vs T curve.
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CHAPTER 5
LIMITATIONS ON CAVITY EFFICIENCY
Arguably the biggest appeal of Nb3Sn as an alternative to niobium is its
greatly reduced BCS resistance at equivalent operating temperatures, which
would unlock, amongst other things, operation of 1.3 GHz cavities at 4.2 K and
the use of liquid-He-free cryomodules equipped with cryo-coolers. However,
achieving these high quality factors requires success in a number of different
battles. Two of, to date, most crucial factors affecting the Q are discussed here:
the uniformity of the surface coating, and losses from trapped magnetic flux.
5.1 Uniformity of the surface coating
The first cavity coated with Nb3Sn at Cornell University, designated ERL1-5,
demonstrated very poor performance [PMR+15, Pos14], with a high residual re-
sistance and a Q-slope similar to that seen in the Wuppertal and JLab cavities.
This performance stands in stark contrast to later cavities coated at Cornell. The
performance of ERL1-5 is compared to one of themost recent cavities, LTE1-7, in
Figure 5.1; the latter shows an absence of the slope seen in ERL1-5. The lower Q
of ERL1-5 corresponds to a power dissipation in the cavity, due to a higher sur-
face resistance. To investigate this, a temperature mapping system was used to
measure the local heating on the surface of the cavity during operation. By op-
erating the cavity at a fixed field and using an array of thermometers mounted
on the outside of the cavity, regions of increased power dissipation (and there-
fore higher surface resistance) could be identified. An example of a temperature
map (T-Map) for ERL1-5 is shown in Figure 5.2.
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Figure 5.1: A comparison of the performance of the ERL1-5 (the first cavity
coated at Cornell) against one of the more recent ones, LTE1-7. The
coating procedure of LTE1-7 is seen in Figure 3.2, while the coating
recipe for ERL1-5 can be seen in Figure 5.5. Whereas later cavities
showed a lack of Q-slope, ERL1-5 demonstrated a Q-slope very sim-
ilar to that seen in Wuppertal cavities (see Figure 3.7.
The T-Map of ERL1-5 shows that there was significantly higher power dis-
sipated in the lower half-cell of the cavity, which served to reduce the Q of the
cavity. In collaboration with Fermi National Accelerator laboratory, coupons
were cut from the cavity at regions that showed severe, medium, and no heat-
ing (designated H, M and C samples, respectively), with the latter coming en-
tirely from the half-cell that showed no heating. The intentionwas to investigate
these samples to discern why the lower half-cell showed increased surface re-
sistance compared to its upper counterpart. Surface analysis of these coupons
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Figure 5.2: A temperature map (T-Map) of the Nb3Sn cavity designation ERL1-
5, operating at 10 MV/m. This map is a projection (onto a rectan-
gular grid) of the outside surface of the cavity. Along the x-axis, the
board number progresses about the cavity beam axis. Along the y-
axis, going from resistor 0 to 17 moves from the lower iris to the
upper iris (with the equator being along the x-axis at resistor 9). The
T-Map showns extensive heating on the lower half of the T-Map, cor-
responding to heating on the entirety of the half-cell of the cavity that
faced away from the tin source during coating.
using scanning electron microscopy and EDS mapping showed, when probed
with a 30 kV SEM beam, regions of significant tin-depletion/niobium excess
[PMR+15]. An example of such a map, taken from sample M5 is shown in Fig-
ure 5.3, showing the extent of these regions. Chemical quantification of these
regions, albeit performed by standardless methods, gave atomic tin percentages
of 10-12%, far lower than allowed by the Nb3Sn-only region seen in the phase
diagram (Figure 2.4).
Cross-section lamellae obtained from these regions of tin-depletion using
FIB milling and imaging with transmission electron microscopy revealed that
these regions were in fact covered with a coating of Nb3Sn far too thin to screen
the substrate from the probing of the 30 kV beam, which probes to a depth of
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Figure 5.3: EDS mix-map of a cut-out from a region of the ERL1-5 cavity that
showed heating (sample designated M5). Green regions indicate re-
gions where quantification gives 25 atomic percent Sn, red areas cor-
respond to 6 atomic percent Sn. The lower atomic percent at these
regions is due to the Nb3Sn layer being too thin, and the SEM probe
interacting with the niobium bulk below.
≈ 1 µm. These regions were found to be between 500 and 50 nm thick. An
example of such a region is shown in the STEM image shown in Figure 5.4.
These regions are also far too thin to screen the substrate from the RF layer,
since the thickness is on the order of the penetration depth of the RF field, which
will result in an impact on the performance of the cavity. In cut-outs from cold
regions of the cavity, no such thin film regions were found, confirming that these
regions are the causes of the increased losses that led to the half-cell heating and
poor performance of ERL1-5.
It is interesting to note that the grain structure of these thin film regions is
very different to that seen in the rest of the coating. Whereas the grain size of
normal regions is composed of grain approximately 1 µm wide, these thin film
regions consists of almost entirely one single large grain, many µm wide. Cor-
respondingly, the density of grain boundaries in these regions is significantly
lower than that seen in normal regions, which would explain why they are so
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Figure 5.4: A cross section of Nb3Sn cut from a fine grain niobium substrate
sample, designation E3F. On the left is the STEM image, with the
RF layer on top (a thin layer of platinum resides between the Nb3Sn
surface and the vacuum for protection during sample preparation)
and the niobium substrate at the bottom. On the right is an EDS
map of the region outlined in red, giving the atomic percent Sn at
each region. The interface between the Nb3Sn and Nb is seen to be
tin depleted. This image is courtesy of Paul Cueva, Muller Group,
Cornell University.
thin: as the layer growth is dominated by tin transport through grain bound-
aries, a region deficient in them will grow slower (relying on the much slower
bulk diffusion) than a region with a higher density of them. The difference in
the density of grain boundaries creates the difference in texture seen in the SEM
image in Figure 5.3 (left).
EDS chemical mapping of these thin film regions reveals that most of the
layer is actually of similar stoichiometry to the surrounding thicker regions.
However, the interface between the Nb3Sn layer and the niobium substrate is
depleted, as often seen in even the thicker regions (see the EDS map in Figure
5.4). In the thicker regions, this tin-depletion is out of reach of the RF field;
by comparison, in these regions of thin film the tin-depleted interface is well
within the influence of the RF field. The presence of lossy phases of Nb3Sn will
result in significant losses even at low temperatures, where the niobium sub-
strate will have significantly lower SRF resistance. This would explain the poor
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performance seen even at 2.0 K in ERL1-5.
For the second cavity coated at Cornell, ERL1-4, a temperature gradient be-
tween the tin source and the coating chamber of approximately 100◦Cwas intro-
duced before beginning the ramp up to coating temperature from the nucleation
stage. The difference between the two coating recipes is illustrated in Figure 5.5.
The performance of this cavity was a substantial improvement over ERL1-5, free
of the Q-slope seen in previously coated Nb3Sn cavities [Pos14, PL13, LP13].
However, it is not a given to attribute the improvement in performance to the
introduction of this temperature gradient during the ramp-up, as the University
of Wuppertal recipe also used a temperature gradient during ramp-up [Pei83]
(as seen in Figure 3.6), and these cavities were seen to have Q-slope. Although
the original suspicion was that the addition of an extended annealing stage was
the solution to the Q-slope, this was contradicted by the result that a later coat-
ing of ERL1-4 with the shortest annealing time to date produced the best result.
More recent studies on sample coupons coated at Cornell using a temper-
ature gradient between the source and chamber (using the recipe seen in Fig-
ure 3.2) still revealed the presence of thin film regions in these samples, but
with less area coverage than the H and M sample coupons taken from ERL1-5.
EDS analysis confirmed that these regions were thin in a similar fashion to those
seen in ERL1-5; by varying the voltage of the SEM beam from 30 kV down to
12 kV, the ratio of the tin to niobium signal varied from that of average low tin
concentration of 10-12 atomic-% to almost stoichiometric. This measurement is
demonstrated in Figure 5.6. By applying this result to EDS mapping, in which
the ratio of tin to niobium is collected at each pixel of the map image, taking a
map at 30 kV resulted in thin film regions being easily revealed over areas 0.5 to
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Figure 5.5: A comparison of the coating of ERL1-5 (left) and ERL1-4 (right).
ERL1-5 was the first cavity coated at Cornell, and the ramp up to
coating temperature was done with the tin source and the coating
chamber at the same temperature, with the gradient between the
source and the chamber being introduced upon arriving at the coat-
ing temperature. Later, in coatings of ERL1-4 and beyond, a temper-
ature gradient was introduced between the tin source and the cham-
ber before the ramp-up to coating temperature.
1 mm wide. An example of such a map is given in Figure 5.7. The contrast can
be further enhanced using a filtering method [KHL16] to further enhance the
contrast and allow quantification of the percentage of area of the map covered
by these thin film regions. An example of such an enhanced map is shown in
Figure 5.7. It was noted that the coverage and distribution of the thin film re-
gions in these later samples is different to those seen in the cut-outs from ERL1-
5; whereas ERL1-5 showed extensive coverage (up to 60% of the surface area) by
thin film regions, samples such as that seen in Figure 5.7 show far less coverage
(≈ 7%) that covers the surface in a scattered, distributed fashion.
Analysis of a number of different samples coated with Nb3Sn revealed a few
different trends. First amongst these is that substrates of large grain niobium
demonstrate a greater propensity for the formation of thin film regions than
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Figure 5.6: Two figures demonstrating the change in niobium to tin signal given
by the X-ray probe at the tin film regions. The SEM region on the
left is centred on a thin film region. As the SEM beam energy in the
probe regions 1 and 2, shown, is changed, the ratio of the heights
of the niobium Lα−1 peak to the tin Lα−1 peak is measured. This is
plotted on the right. As the beam energy increases, it probes deeper
into the bulk - at region 1, the Nb3Sn layer is thin enough that the
beam begins to probe the niobium bulk. At region 2, the Nb3Sn layer
is thick enough that this is not the case.
fine grain substrates coated in an equivalent manner. A coating of a large grain
sample, A1L, showed (4.0 ± 0.7)% thin film coverage, as seen in Figure 5.8 a).
This sample was coated while mounted in a sample holder located near the tin
source, using a coating recipe that made use of the ∆T during the ramp-up (as
seen in Figure 3.2). By contrast, sample ERL14-01, a fine grain sample placed in
the same location in the furnace and subject to a similar coating recipe, demon-
strated less than 1% coverage by thin film regions – at the limits of detection by
the EDS mapping method.
The second trend is that identical substrates showed different degrees of
coverage by thin film regions depending on their location in the furnace. As
already mentioned, fine grain sample ERL14-01 coated near the source (where
tin vapour pressure is higher) demonstrated a coverage less than the limits of
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Figure 5.7: Top, an SEM image of a fine grain niobium sample coated with
Nb3Sn. The sample was hung in the furnace at the height of the
cavity equator, and received the coating recipe given in Figure 3.2.
Bottom left, the raw mixmap obtained from the X-ray data, with
thick regions in green and thin regions in blue. Bottom right, the
contrast has been enhanced using the method in Ref. [KHL16], with
thin regions being highlighted in white.
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Figure 5.8: Examples of the different coverages seen in samples coated in the
furnace. Regions in green are sufficiently thick - red regions are con-
sidered too thin. Figure a) is a large grain sample placed near the
base of the furnace, showing (4.0 ± 0.7)% thin film coverage. Figure
b) is a cut-out from ERL1-5 showing (65.7±1.5)% coverage. Figure c)
is a fine grain sample placed high up in the furnace, above the cavity
equator height, and shows (30 ± 2.0)% coverage. Figure d) is a fine
grain sample located near the equator and coated alongside cavity
ERL1-4, that shows less than 0.5% coverage by thin film regions - a
zoomed-in inset locates a very small region that may still be thick
enough for good performance.
detection. By contrast, an identical fine grain sample E1F coated with the same
recipe but hanging in the furnace at above the height of the cavity equator (al-
though with no cavity actually being there) showed a much higher coverage of
(30 ± 2.0)%, as seen in Figure 5.8 c). However, this is still not as high as the cov-
erage seen in the cut-out from the fine-grain cavity ERL1-5, seen in Figure 5.8 b)
– although this coating did not benefit from the ∆T during ramp-up as samples
A1L, E1F, and ERL14-01 did.
The third and final trend seen is that if the oxide layer of the substrate is
grown to a thickness of ≈ 60 nm prior to coating and then coated with a recipe
with a ∆T during the ramp-up, the sample shows no coverage by thin film re-
gions (down to detectable limits) regardless of substrate grain size or location
in the furnace. This technique of electrolytic anodisation, referred to as pre-
anodisation, was previously used at Siemens AG to improve the surface uni-
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formity of their Nb3Sn [HUS80, Hil80, KHPU81], but was later abandoned in
favor of the use of nucleation agent [DMP+89] as the samples coated using only
nucleation agent with no anodisation were deemed to be of satisfactory surface
uniformity, and there were fears that the migration of the oxygen into the sub-
strate would ruin the RRR of the substrate and degrade the performance of the
cavity. However, considering that samples A1L and E1F still demonstrated de-
tectable amounts of thin film region coverage in spite of the use of a ∆T during
ramp-up and the use of SnCl2 as a nucleation agent point to an additional ben-
efit to be gained from the re-introduction of pre-anodisation. The exact impact
of pre-anodisation is shown in the next section.
In light of these results, the following can be summarized:
• Samples coated in the reaction chamber, at the cavity equator level, exhib-
ited thin film regions regardless of grain size, even in the presence of a
gradient between source and chamber during the ramp to coating temper-
ature
• Fine grain samples coated near the source did not exhibit thin film regions,
but samples coated onto large or single grain niobium did
• Growing the oxide layer of the substrate before coating resulted in a uni-
form coverage free of thin film regions in both fine and small grain sam-
ples, regardless of location inside the furnace chamber
These results are further summarized in Figure 5.9. Following in the footsteps
of these earlier results, we will now detail results from more systematic mea-
surements performed to explain the coating behaviour.
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Figure 5.9: A diagram summarising the coating behaviour of different samples
depending on their preparation and their location in the furnace. The
combination of a high local tin vapour pressure during the ramp-
up (dependent on the position in the furnace) and the use of pre-
anodisation results in the most uniform coverage.
5.1.1 The pre-anodization process
Before continuing, a brief description of the electrolytic anodization process
used at Cornell to grow the oxide layer on niobium will be given. We begin
with the niobium samples, which are given an ultrasonic rinse in methanol and
left to dry on a lint-free rag. They are then hung from a niobium wire in a bath
of sodium hydroxide solution, 10% w/w, and surrounded by an electrode of
high purity tin wire. A DC, current-controlled power supply was used, with
the positive terminal attached to the niobium wire and the negative terminal
attached to the tin wire electrode. The voltage on the power supply was set to
the desired voltage - most often, 30 V - and the current was limited to a value
corresponding to current density on the sample of approximately 10 mA/cm2.
The power supply was turned on, and the voltage was allowed to increase at a
rate that kept the current density at the desired limit. Once at the target volt-
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Figure 5.10: Left, the chemistry setup for anodising the interior of a niobium
cavity. Right, a series of samples with different voltages of pre-
anodisation, these being (from L to R): 0 (none), 5, 15, 30, and 60
volts.
age, the power supply was held there for 1 minute before being turned off, after
which the samples were removed from the NaOH solution, rinsed in water, and
given an ultrasonic bath in methanol. They were then dried on a lint-free rag
and moved to the cleanroom for coating. Photographs of the anodization setup
and the difference between an anodized and non-anodized sample are shown
in Figure 5.10.
For cavities, the anodization process was slightly different. Due to the larger
surface area and the limitations on the size of the anode, it was discovered that
limiting the current during the early stages of the anodization resulted in the
voltage locking around 3-5 V. This was overcome by briefly going to a higher
current density, at which point the voltage limitation would be overcome and
the voltagewould begin to rise. The current density limitationwas then reduced
back to the desired level, whereupon the voltage would slowly and steadily in-
crease to the set level. Once there, to ensure a uniform coating, the voltage was
held for 5 minutes (as opposed to 1 for the samples). The cavity was then rinsed
with DI water and given an ultrasonic in DI, before being moved to the clean-
room for a high pressure rinse (HPR) with ultra-pure DI water before coating.
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The anodization voltage was chosen based on the desired oxide thickness.
Literature on electrolytic anodization states that the relationship between ul-
timate voltage setting and oxide thickness is linear, with a relationship of ap-
proximately 2.2 nm/V [JCC+91]. The current density of 10 mA/cm2 was chosen
based on results in the literature [ONSA04] that this current density resulted in
a uniform oxide layer. The anodisation was performed in an solution of 10%
w/w NaOH in DI water.
5.1.2 Studies on the impact of pre-anodization
The first study performed to investigate the formation of these thin film regions
on samples focused on the impact of substrate RRR. Four pairs of samples of
different substrate RRR reactor grade (<50), 90, 320, and 500 were prepared,
with one of each pair being anodized before going to 30 V, corresponding to an
oxide thickness of approximately 70 nm. The four samples were coated together,
hanging at the cavity equator level, using the coating recipe seen in Figure 3.2.
The four samples were analyzed using EDS mapping to determine the coverage
by thin film regions.
A new analysis method was developed for these samples, in which the map
was separated into its individual pixels, each pixel being a ratio of the tin signal
to the niobium signal at that pixel. A histogram of these ratios was then taken,
and normalized by the sum of the frequencies. For a sample free of thin film
regions, in which the coverage is uniformly coated with stoichiometric Nb3Sn,
the distribution will appear as a Gaussian distribution. The presence of thin
film regions will result in an excess of signal in the low tin-to-niobium ratios,
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Figure 5.11: Histograms of the ratio of Sn to total signal for the pixels from EDS
maps (taken at a beam energy of 30 kV) of samples of different sub-
strate RRR, both pre-anodised (blue) and not pre-anodised (red).
In all non-anodised samples, regions of thin film were seen, as evi-
dence by the presence of a tail on the left side of the Gaussian dis-
tribution at approximately 0.17. By comparison, pre-anodised sam-
ples do not show any evidence of thin film regions, regardless of
the RRR.
and create a “tail” on the left side of the Gaussian. This analysis was performed
on all 8 samples, and the results can be seen in Figure 5.11.
The results show that in all the fine grain samples that were not anodized,
thin film regions were detected. The measurement suggests a weak correlation
between RRR and thin film surface coverage, although this is not certain. How-
ever, in all pre-anodized samples no thin film regions could be detected within
the limits of the measurement. This result indicates that regardless of any corre-
lation between substrate and the penchant for the formation of thin film regions,
the action of the oxide layer overrides this correlation.
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Figure 5.12: A histogram, in a manner similar to Fig. 5.11, of the ratio of the tin
signal to total signal for all pixels in an EDS map taken of sample,
for four different samples. Each sample received a different level of
anodisation before coating, corresponding to a difference in the ox-
ide layer thickness (literature gives a value of 2.2 nm/V [JCC+91]).
The second study focused on the thickness of the oxide layer before coating.
Four samples, taken from the same 320 RRR fine grain substrate used for one of
the sample pairs in the previous study, were prepared and anodized to different
voltages: 5, 15, 30 and 60 volts, corresponding to an oxide thickness of 11, 33, 66,
and 132 nm respectively. Following this, the samples were coated hanging in the
furnace at the cavity equator level using the same recipe used in the variable-
RRR study. After coating, the samples were analyzed using EDS mapping, and
the maps plotted in the histogram seen in Figure 5.12.
Of these four samples, only that anodized to a voltage of 5 volts exhibited
thin film regions. To the limits of the EDSmeasurement, there was no difference
in surface chemistry or uniformity between the samples of 15, 30 and 60 volt
oxide thickness. This suggests that the action of the oxide can saturate, and that
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Figure 5.13: Simplified diagram of the stop motion coating process. Each sam-
ple was taken through the same coating, but interrupted at a dif-
ferent point, as given by the labels (A) through (E). The complete
coating cycle was that given in Figure 3.2. Exact temperatures at
which the coating was interrupted are annotated and also given in
the text.
past a certain point the thickness of the oxide layer has no further effect.
At this point, it was determined that the next stagewould be tomake a “stop-
motion” movie of the coating process, in which a sample pair (one anodized,
one not) would be taken to a pre-set point in the coating process, at which point
the power to the furnace would be cut and the samples removed upon complete
cooling. This process was repeated, using different sample pairs all taken from
the same RRR 320 niobium stock, for a number of different stages in the coating,
as illustrated in the diagram seen in Figure 5.13. Each sample was then taken to
the scanning electron microscope for imaging and EDS analysis.
Each sample pair, corresponding to a frame, is identified as follows:
(A) Nucleation only; This coating was taken to the end of the 5 hour nucleation
stage before halting
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(B) To 800◦C; Following nucleation and the establishment of a 150◦C ∆T be-
tween the source and the chamber, this coating was stopped when the
chamber reached 800◦C during the ramp.
(C) To 875◦C; As for the previous pair, only upon reaching 875◦C in the cham-
ber.
(D) To 950◦C; As for the previous pair, only upon reaching 950◦C in the cham-
ber.
(E) To end of ramp; The coating process was halted upon reaching the coating
temperatures and officially beginning the coating stage.
For each pair of samples, images of the surface were taken, followed by an
EDS map for the purposes of generating a histogram in the fashion of Figures
5.11 and 5.12. The images, arranged in their order in the coating process, are
shown in Figure 5.14; the histograms for the non-anodized and pre-anodized
samples are shown in Figures 5.15 a) and b), respectively.
Differences between the pre-anodised (PA) and not pre-anodised (NPA)
samples are immediately clear even before coating, as seen in the first image
in the series shown in Figure 5.14. The PA sample shows a more mottled sur-
face, indicating that the oxide layer grown during the anodisation process is
amorphous in nature. By comparison, the NPA sample appears smooth, with
no visible oxide layer, and the odd surface contaminant (likely introduced dur-
ing sample handling).
At the end of the nucleation stage, the difference is even more stark: the
tin nucleation sites on the PA sample, while a similar distance apart from each
other to the NPA sample, are much larger. The EDS histogram (seen in Fig-
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Figure 5.14: SEM images of samples taken from steps (A) through (E) in the stop
motion coating process, showing the difference in coating between
a pre-anodised and non-anodised sample. The box on the left side
of each image pair is a scale box for that pair, and is 2×2 µm in size.86
Figure 5.15: Histograms of the pre-anodised (left) and non-anodised (right) EDS
maps for the samples from the stop motion coating. Note that pure
niobium does not result in an intensity ratio of Sn to the total of zero
– this is due to background noise resulting in a false positive signal
in each energy channel of the EDS detector. Therefore, a systematic
error results in all values of the ratio being shifted to the right along
the x-axis.
ure 5.15) confirms that considerably more tin was drawn from the SnCl2 vapor
during the nucleation stage for the PA sample when compared to the NPA one.
Surprisingly, the PA sample was a light dust brown when removed, indicating
that a significant portion of the artificially grown oxide layer had survived the
5 hour nucleation stage at 500◦C.
Moving to the 800◦C sample, we see that small regions of Nb3Sn have ap-
peared on the surface. In the PA sample, these regions appear as large “blobs”,
appearing to be almost a single grain. By contrast, in the NPA sample, these
Nb3Sn regions appear as small triangular crystals, that appear to point in pref-
erential directions (likely due to some epitaxy with the substrate). In both cases,
in between these regions of Nb3Sn we see that the nucleation sites continue to
survive, although they still appear larger in the PA sample. The amorphous,
mottled surface between the nucleation sites of the PA sample also indicates
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that even by 800◦C traces of the oxide layer survive.
At the 875◦C mark, we see that in the PA sample the large Nb3Sn blobs have
broken up into smaller crystals, and in between them smaller crystals have be-
gun to appear on the surface. A few nucleation sites are still visible on the
surface between these features. In the NPA sample, the small triangular Nb3Sn
crystal have also broken up, but the area between them (now completely devoid
of nucleation sites) appears matte and uniform, with a low density of grain
boundaries compared to the PA sample. This surface appears very similar to
that seen in the thin film regions, as seen in the SEM image shown in Figure 5.6.
Reaching 950◦C point, the PA sample shows a uniform coverage by small
grains of Nb3Sn, although the outline of the blobs is still visible in the topogra-
phy. At this stage, only a few trace nucleation sites remain, but at this stage the
high density of grain boundaries across the surface will ensure that the layer
grows in a uniform fashion free of thin film regions. In the NPA sample, the
triangular crystals have been fully absorbed into the surface, as the thin film of
Nb3Sn between them has grown to the same height. However, annealing has
led to the density of grain boundaries in these regions to decrease even fur-
ther, which will eventually stunt the growth of the layer. Although regions of
high grain boundary density exist at “blisters” on the surface where the trian-
gular crystal were once located, and these regions will grow to cover the space
between them, a significant amount of surface will remain devoid of growth-
assisting grain boundaries.
The impact of this difference is visible even by the time the “coating” temper-
ature of 1120◦C is reached, in stage D). By this point, the regions that benefited
from a high grain boundary density have grown to a thickness of just approx-
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imately 1 µm, but whereas the PA sample shows know detectable trace of thin
film regions, the NPA sample shows region where the coating has remained
thin due to a low density of grain boundaries. These go on to act as the Q-slope
inducing thin-film regions that plagued cavities such as ERL1-5.
Turning to the associated EDS map histograms seen in Figure 5.15, a sim-
ilar picture is painted. In the nucleation of the coating, the PA samples have
drawn more tin from the SnCl2 gas, which agrees with the observation seen in
Figure 5.14 of the larger nucleation sites. At 800, 875, and 950◦C the EDS his-
tograms do not reveal a difference as stark as the SEM images, but by the end of
the ramp at 1120◦C the characteristic left-hand tail indicative of the presence of
thin-film regions is clearly visible in the NPA histogram. This tail persists all the
way to the end of the coating and annealing stage. In contrast, this tail is absent
from the PA samples, both at the beginning of the coating stage (at the end of
the ramp) and at the end of the full coating.
The conclusion drawn from this experiment is two-fold: firstly, that the oxide
layer acts as a catalyst to draw more tin from the SnCl2 vapour, and also as a
barrier that slows the uptake of the nucleation sites into the bulk. The outcome
of this is that a higher density of small grains forms across the surface once
Nb3Sn begins to form during the ramp-up, and by extension a higher density of
grain boundaries. With such a uniform density of grain boundaries, the layer
grows free of thin film regions.
The natural oxide layer in fine grain niobium is sufficient to draw a signifi-
cant amount of tin from the nucleation agent gas, but is not thick enough to pre-
vent their uptake into the bulk before 875◦C. Large grain niobium suffers more
since the natural oxide layer is even thinner to begin with [SSW+06]. However,
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the use of a ∆T between the source and the chamber can alleviate this issue
somehwat as it increases the vapour pressure of the tin during the ramp-up at
any given time. Once a high enough tin vapour pressure is established, the
growth process is handed over from the nucleation agent to the source vapour.
As the ∆T increases, this handover happens sooner, and the nucleation sites do
not need to survive as long, sustained by the nucleation agent alone.
Although fine grain samples located near the source benefit from a very high
vapour pressure, the gas that reaches the samples hanging in the furnace has ex-
panded into a larger volume and is therefore lower in pressure. Therefore, the
handover happens at different times for samples located at the source and hang-
ing in the furnace chamber, and this explains the difference in coverage by thin
film regions between sample ERL14-01 and E1F. In cavities, which act to contain
the volume of the source gas, the vapour pressure remains as high as that seen
by samples near the source, which explains why samples cut from cavities do
not show thin film regions like those from fine grain samples hanging in the
furnace.
Growing the oxide layer relaxes the need for a high tin vapour pressure
sooner during ramp-up (and by extension a higher ∆T ), as it increases both the
amount of tin transferred during the nucleation stage (with which to fuel the
growing layer) and the length of time for which they survive. While a high ∆T
allows the hand-over to happen sooner, a thicker oxide layer allows it to happen
later and still succeed. So long as the hand-over happens before the nucleation
sites are extinguished, the formation of thin film regions is suppressed.
It is therefore this hand-over process from nucleation to coating where the
layer is most at risk from the formation of thin film regions. The larger the
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area/volume to be coated, the higher the action of the source vapor pressure
alone will be sufficient, and the action of an artificially grown oxide layer can
serve to guarantee the uniformity of larger structures. For structures such as
650 MHz 5-cell PIP-II cavities, it is likely that both a temperature gradient dur-
ing ramp and pre-anodization of the substrate will be necessary to prevent the
formation of thin film regions and the resulting Q-slope.
This raises the question as to why theWuppertal cavities, which were coated
using a separate tin source hot-zone, demonstrated Q-slope as seen in Figure 3.7
in spite of having a temperature gradient between source and chamber during
ramp-up. We propose that the design of the furnace, reproduced in Figure 5.16,
may lend to an explanation: the tin source and the reaction chamber are in com-
pletely separate hot-zones, separated by a (presumably niobium) tube of some
length. It is likely that this tube had a cooling action on the tin vapor, reducing
the vapor pressure during ramp-up and mitigating what assistance might have
been given by the action of the temperature gradient during ramp-up. The liter-
ature published by the University of Wuppertal does not indicate that the oxide
layer of the cavities was grown before coating, and that instead the action of the
nucleation agent onto the native oxide layer was used.
The presence of thin film regions in the cavities coated at the University
of Wuppertal is suggested by two results: in one [PHK+88], a measurement
of quality factor against temperature for a 1 GHz cavity coated at Wupper-
tal exhibits a drop in surface resistance at around 9.2 and 6 K, which would
suggest that the RF field was interacting with the Nb3Sn-niobium interface, as
would happen in the presence of thin-film regions. Secondly, a temperature
map measurement performed at Jefferson lab [BKM+97] demonstrates heating
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Figure 5.16: Schematic diagram of the Wuppertal 1 GHz coating furnace, from
Reference [PHK+88]. The tube that passes between the hot-zones of
the tin source and the coating chamber is suspected to have played
a role in cooling the tin gas during the ramp-up stage and suppress-
ing the beneficial effect of the ∆T during the ramp-up, resulting in
the formation of a small number of thin film regions (in the manner
of sample A1L in Figure 5.8), which resulted in the Q-slope seen
[MKM96].
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at the equator. The equator weld of a cavity usually exhibits larger niobium
grains due to the action of the weld seam, and since (as discussed earlier) non-
anodised large grain niobium exhibits greater propensity for the formation of
thin-film regions, this is where the thin-film growth would most likely occur.
Although the coverage by thin-film regions in the Wuppertal cavities must
be less than that seen in ERL1-5, it is likely still enough to cause heating and
the resultant Q-slope. Samples that exhibit thin-film area coverages of 5-10%
appear perfectly uniform to the human eye, and their presence is difficult to
detect in the SEM without specific EDS mapping or knowledge of what these
regions look like. Thin film regions have also been found in samples coated at
Jefferson lab [PEK+17], which would explain why these cavities suffer from a Q-
slope similar to that seen in the Wuppertal cavities. In the case of the Jefferson
lab cavities, the lack of a secondary hot-zone for the tin source prevents the use
of a temperature gradient, but pre-anodization may be sufficient (particularly if
only coating a single-cell) to prevent the formation of thin film regions.
5.1.3 Pre-anodization of a single-cell cavity
Following the discovery that anodisation suppresses the formation of thin film
regions, the procedure was applied to a cavity. The chosen cavity was LTE1-6,
which had demonstrated good performance comparable to that seen in LTE1-7
(as shown in Figure 5.1). The performance of the cavity after having received
a coating like that shown in Figure 3.2 is shown in Figure 5.17. Following this
test the Nb3Sn layer was stripped, and the niobium surface was anodised to a
voltage of 30 V (an oxide thickness of 66 nm). The cavitywas then re-coatedwith
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Figure 5.17: Q vs E taken at a cavity bath temperature of 4.2 K for 1.3 GHz
single-cell cavity LTE1-6, without and with pre-anodisation of the
cavity surface prior to coating. An improvement of approximately
3 nΩ at 14 MV/m is seen.
the recipe seen in Figure 3.2. The new performance is also shown in Figure 5.17.
As can be seen, the low-field Q is unchanged, but the medium field Q has
improved. This can be explained by a further suppression of Q-slope inducing
thin film regions. Although cut-outs from a cavity coatedwithout the use of pre-
anodisation (similar to the first coating of LTE1-6) did not reveal the presence of
thin film regions using the EDS map method shown in Figure 5.7, this method
is only sensitive down to a thin film coverage of 1%. It is therefore still possi-
ble for thin film regions to be present in quantities lower than this, inducing a
mild Q-slope (although not nearly as severe as that seen in Wuppertal cavities).
Although the change is not easily detectable by surface analysis methods, it is
implied that the use of pre-anodisation further suppressed the formation of thin
film regions and further improved the medium-field Q. In contrast, the quench
field was measured to be lower after pre-anodisation; however, the change in
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the quench field (although detectable) is not statistically significant given the
distribution of quench fields seen in Nb3Sn cavities (seen in Figure 6.1), and it
is therefore unclear whether it was the pre-anodisation caused a lowering of the
quench field.
One fear when pre-anodizing a cavity is that the oxygen will migrate into
the niobium substrate during coating and reduce the RRR, and so with it the
thermal conductivity κ = 0.25 W/(m·K) · RRR [PKH98]. From Ref. [PKH98], the





where ρ300 K and ρ4.2 K are the normal conducting electrical resistivity of niobium
at 300 K and 4.2 K, respectively. At 300 K, the impurity levels we are dealing
with do little to affect the resistivity, which is 1.52 × 10−7Ωm, with a niobium
density of 8570 kg/m3 and a molar mass of 0.0929 kg/mol [Hay14]. If an oxide
layer is grown in a pre-anodisation to 30 V, this corresponds to an oxide of a
thickness of approximately 70 nm. Assuming a uniform Nb2O5 layer with a
density of 4600 kg/m3 and a molar mass of 0.2658 kg/mol [Hay14], complete
absorption of the oxide layer into the bulk (assuming a 3 mm wall thickness)
will result in an increase in the atomic concentration of oxygen of approximately
22 ppm.
The change in electrical resistivity due to an increase in the concentration of
impurities is given by [Sch81, KM00]
∆ρ = α ∆c , (5.2)
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where α is an empirically-measured constant that is different for each species
of impurity (N, O, C, etc.), and ∆ c is the change in impurity content, in this
case 22 ppm or 2.2 × 10−3 atomic percent. For oxygen, α = 4.5 × 10−8 Ωm/(at-%)
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which, for an initial RRR of 320, gives a post-coating RRR of 260. After 5 coatings
with 30 V pre-anodisations, the RRR has fallen to 150. Although this niobium
bulk RRR would be unacceptable for operation at 2.0 K, as the thermal conduc-
tivity is too low, at the operating temperature of 4.2 K for Nb3Sn cavities the
thermal conductivity is largely unchanged from high RRR niobium – in fact, it
is an order of magnitude higher [KB96]. Therefore, this reduction in RRR is of
little consequence until the value falls below 40.
To model this, a thermal simulation was run with a 3 micron layer of Nb3Sn
coated atop a 3 mm substrate of Nb3Sn [DHL17]. Since the Cornell furnace also
coats the outside of the cavity, a further 3 microns of Nb3Sn was added to the
other side of the niobium substrate. The system being modelled is illustrated
in Figure 5.18. Using a thermal feedback simulation that takes into account
the non-linear nature of BCS surface resistance and thermal conductivity with
temperature, the systemwas modelled as a function of surface field for different
values of the substrate RRR and for the thickness of the two Nb3Sn layers. The
model was simulated at both 1.3 and 6 GHz. The resulting Q vs E curves are
given in Figure 5.19.
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Figure 5.18: The setup for the thermal simulation of Nb3Sn on niobium, coated
on both sides (in the style of a Cornell coating) [DHL17]. The three
layers are simulated separately, and the power flow at each inter-
face is matched in a iterative fashion until a complete, stable solu-
tion for the heat flow equation is found. This image courtesy of
Jixun Ding, Cornell University [DHL17].
The model shows that at 1.3 GHz and 4.2 K, there is no serious impact down
to even reactor-grade RRR on cavity performance up to fields of 45 MV/m by
global thermal feedback, a result that agrees with the result from LTE1-6, which
saw no reduction (on the contrary, an improvement) in performance. However,
at 6 GHz, where the BCS resistance of Nb3Sn is higher, thermal feedback does re-
sult in a reduction in cavity performance. However, 6 GHz structures are much
smaller than 1.3 GHz ones, and the reduction in volume means that the action
of a source/chamber gradient alone will more than likely be enough without
needing to pre-anodize the structure.
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Figure 5.19: Results of the simulation for the setup shown in Figure 5.18, for
both 1.3 and 6 GHz cavities with different substrate RRR operating
at a cavity bath temperature of 4.2 K. At 1.3 GHz, global thermal
feedback is so small that substrate does not become an issue until
the RRR reaches reactor grade. At 6 GHz, substrate purity is more
of a concern. These simulations assume a niobium substrate wall
thickness of 3 mm, a Nb3Sn coating thickness (inside and outside)
of 3 µm, and 8 mG of trapped flux. This image courtesy of Jixun
Ding, Cornell University [DHL17].
To conclude the first part of this chapter, we can summarize the following
regarding the uniformity of the Nb3Sn layer: that thin film regions arise due
to a failure in the hand-over process from nucleation to coating, and that this
formation can be suppressed through the use of a temperature gradient between
the tin source and the reaction chamber and the growth of the niobium substrate
oxide layer prior to coating. In the case of smaller structures, such as 1.3 GHz
single-cells or 6 GHz multi-cells, where the source is sufficiently close to the
RF surface, the use of pre-anodization is likely unnecessary and, in the case of
high frequency structures, possibly unwanted as the reduction in substrate RRR
would lead to thermal feedback. However, for larger structures such as 1.3 GHz
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9-cells or 650MHz 5-cells, where the coating volume ismuch larger, the action of
the source/chamber temperature gradient alone will most likely be insufficient
to guarantee a successful hand-over, and pre-anodization will be necessary. At
these lower frequencies, and at the expected 4.2 K operation, the reduction in
the substrate RRR is not expected to impact the cavity performance, and even if
it were so, a slight decrease in performance would be infinitely preferred over
the Q-slope seen in previous Nb3Sn cavities.
5.2 Losses from trapped magnetic flux
Once the surface uniformity of an Nb3Sn cavity has been achieved, ensuring
the excellent performance expected of Nb3Sn requires careful control of a num-
ber of operational parameters. Arguably chief amongst these is minimizing the
amount of magnetic field that is trapped in the cavity walls after the transition
through the critical temperature.
The negative impact of trapped magnetic flux on the performance of su-
perconducting cavities has been well known for some time [Hal90, BCD+97,
PKH98]. As the cavity transitions through the critical temperature, the action
of the Meissner effect works to expel ambient magnetic fields from inside the
superconductor. However, during the transition, some of the flux may become
pinned on so-called pinning sites, remaining trapped as a normal conducting
core inside the superconductor.
The losses from trapped flux are linearly proportional to the amount of flux
trapped in the cavity. This can be explained by the fact that vortices in a super-
conductor are trapped in units of the flux quantum φ0. Since the contribution to
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the resistance from each vortex is (on average) equal, then the total contribution
is proportional to the number of vortices trapped. A simplified model, in which
the losses from each vortex originate from losses in the normal conducting core,








where Rs is the surface resistance contribution from trapped flux, Htrapped is the
amount of trapped flux, ξ is the superconductor coherence length, and Rn is the
normal state resistance of the material [PKH98]. However, this model overesti-
mates the contribution from the normal conducting core; instead, more recent
theories by Gurevich [Gur14, GC13] and Checchin et al. [CGM+15] describe the
loss in terms of viscous drag experienced by the vortex as the influence of the
RF field causes it to oscillate back and forth.
In bulk niobium cavities, when ignoring thermoelectric currents generated
by the cryomodule, trapped flux largely originates from ambient magnetic
fields, such as the earths magnetic field or that from magnetized components
near the cavity. In niobium cavities coated with Nb3Sn, the bimetallic interface
between the niobium and Nb3Sn acts as a thermocouple, generating a thermo-
electric current in the presence of a thermal gradient along the interface. These
thermoelectric currents in turn generate a magnetic field that will inevitably be-
come trapped in the cavity, resulting in a decrease in the efficiency of the cavity
in the same manner as if it had been cooled in a large ambient magnetic field.
In order to quantify the losses from trapped flux in Nb3Sn due to ambient
magnetic fields and thermoelectric currents, we performed an experiment to
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investigate this phenomenon in a single-cell cavity. The cavity used was the
1.3 GHz TeSLA shape single-cell designated LTE1-7, which was coated with the
recipe seen in Figure 3.2. The experimental setup is illustrated in the diagram
seen in Figure 5.20. The Helmholtz coils mounted on the cavity allowed for the
generation of a uniformmagnetic field that permeates the cavity cell, pointing in
the direction along the cavity beampipe. This magnetic field simulates the pres-
ence of an increasingly strong ambient magnetic field, in excess of that already
present in the cryostat (which is magnetically shielded to suppress the pres-
ence of the earths magnetic field). By cooling slowly and ensuring as uniform
a thermal gradient as possible across the cavity during the transition through
the critical temperature, the magnetic field generated by the Helmholtz coil will
be trapped and the magnetic field generated by thermoelectric currents will be
suppressed, allowing for the quantification of the impact of ambient magnetic
fields. In contrast to this, cooling quickly while using the heater mounted at the
base of the cryostat, with the Helmholtz coil turned off, allows for the genera-
tion of a large thermal gradient along the length of the cavity (up to 6-8 K/m),
trapping a large amount of thermoelectrically generated magnetic field while
suppressing the presence of the ambient magnetic field thanks to the shielding
in the cryostat.
During an ambient field cooldown, a DC power supply is used to generate a
current through the coils, which are 30 cm in diameter and placed 15 cm above
and below the equator level of the cavity. A single-axis flux gate magnetome-
ter, located on the upper iris of the cavity pointing along the direction of the
beampipe (as shown in Figure 5.20), is used to measure the strength of the field
applied by the coil. A second flux gate, also located on the upper iris but point-
ing in an azimuthal direction, is used to quantify (to first order) the ambient and
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Figure 5.20: Experimental setup for flux trapping studies of cavity designated
LTE1-7. A Helmholtz coil pair is mounted above and below the
cavity, allowing application of a uniform magnetic field. This field
is measured by two flux gates placed on the upper iris of the cav-
ity, one point axially and the other azimuthal to the beampipe axis.
Three temperature sensors allow measurement of temperature gra-
dients along the cavity. The use of a heater at the helium input
allows a development of a thermal gradient (or, the suppression of
one) during the cooldown through Tc.
generated magnetic field that is not in the direction of the beampipe axis.
Upon establishment of the desired magnetic field, the cavity is cooled slowly
through the transition temperature, at a rate of approximately 10 min/K and
with a gradient of 200 mK/m. This rate is maintained down to a temperature
of 6 Kelvin, whereupon the helium valve controlling the flow is opened to its
maximum and liquid is allowed to enter the cryostat. Upon reaching 4.2 K,
but before much liquid has entered the cryostat, the applied magnetic field is
turned off, and the field reading remaining on the axial flux gate is used to
determine the amount of flux that was trapped in the cavity. Due to the fact that
the trapping in the cavity is not 100% effective, this amount will be less than
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Figure 5.21: Temperature (red) and magnetic field (blue) measurements for
a cooldown with an external magnetic field applied. The ther-
mal gradient across the cavity during this time is approximately
200 mK/m. A field of approx. 60 mG (axial measurement) is ap-
plied before going through Tc, and maintained until the cryostat is
filled with liquid helium at 4.2 K. The field is then turned off, and
the remaining field is taken to be that which has been trapped – in
this case, (32 ± 5) mG.
the field applied. An example of this measurement is shown in Figure 5.21.
The measurement of the trapped flux from the magnetic field is considered the
relevant parameter for this type of cooldown.
For a thermal cooldown, the Helmholtz coils are kept unplugged to prevent
the generation of any current in them. Helium is introduced into the cryostat,
cooling the cavity down to a temperature of approximately 30 K, at which the
cryostat is equilibrated and briefly held. The heater at the base cavity is turned
on, dissipating between 20 and 150 W of heat. The helium valve is then opened
fully, allowing the cold gas to be introduced as quickly as possible. The gas
striking the heater is heated and rises very quickly, while the cold gas cools the
base of the cryostat and insert. This results in a temperature gradient forming,
with the top of the cavity being many Kelvin warmer than the base. This gra-
dient is measured using three Cernox cryogenic temperature sensors, which are
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mounted on the irises and equator of the cavity, as seen in Figure 5.20. From
this gradient value and knowledge of the geometry of the cavity, we calculate
the temperature gradient along the cavity in Kelvin per metre. The transition
through Tc begins when the lower iris goes through 18 K and ends when the
upper iris does the same, as indicated by the “start” and “stop” annotations in
Figure 5.22. The difference in temperature between the sensors at the upper and
lower iris is measured at these two times, giving ∆T1 and ∆T2. The average of
these is taken, and divided by the distance between the two sensors. Note that
this distance is not the shortest distance in space, but instead the travel distance
from sensor to sensor along the niobium wall, taking into account the curvature
of the cavity. This was measured to be 21 cm for the experimental setup shown
in Figure 5.20. From this, the thermal gradient ∆T/∆L during the superconduct-
ing transition is obtained.
as demonstrated in the example shown in Figure 5.22. This value is consid-
ered the relevant parameter for the gradient cooldowns.
By performing a number of cooldowns of these two different types we can
demonstrate the equivalence of these two flux trapping mechanisms in their
reduction of the cavity efficiency. Beyond this, we will also investigate the de-
pendence of the losses from trapped flux as a function of the strength of the RF
field in the cavity.
The cavity chosen for this experiment, designated LTE1-7, had already
demonstrated good performance in previous cavity tests, being free of Q-slope
and capable of fields up to 16-17MV/m. In total, 10 cooldownswere performed,
with 6 being of the gradient type, 3 of the ambient type, and 1 being “normal”,
with the ambient field and thermal gradients suppressed as much as possible.
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Figure 5.22: An example of a cooldown in a large thermal gradient through
Tc. Due to multiplexing of the temperature measurement, only one
sensor can be read at a time, and interpolation using fourth-order
polynomial fit is used to extrapolation the full range of data. The
Helmholtz coil is turned off during this time.
For each cooldown, the following data was collected: quality factor of the cavity
from 12 K down to 1.6 K at a gradient of 1 MV/m; quality factor with RF field
at 4.2 K up to 12-14 MV/m; quality factor with field RF field at 2.0 K up to 12-
14 MV/m. The limit of 14 MV/mwas chosen to avoid any chance of quenching
the cavity (and in doing so, changing the amount and distribution of trapped
flux in the cavity), particularly during the cooldowns where a large amount of
magnetic field had been trapped and the quality factor of the cavity had been
significantly reduced.
The spread of the quality factor with temperature for all the different
cooldowns is shown in Figure 5.23, demonstrating the spread in the low-
temperature quality factor with different amounts of trapped flux. For each
of these cooldowns, the Q vs E plot taken at 2.0 K is assumed to be almost en-
tirely dominated by residual resistance - a reasonable assumption, considering
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that the contribution from the BCS resistance at these temperatures is approx-
imately 0.2 pΩ. Therefore, these curves can be taken to be a measurement of
the residual resistance against the accelerating gradient1. Separating the ambi-
ent and gradient cooldowns, and plotting the surface resistance at 2.0 K and 1
MV/m as a function of the cooldown parameter (trapped ambient field for the
ambient cooldowns, thermal gradient for the gradient cooldowns), we can see
the change in residual resistance as a function of the cooldown parameter. The
outcome of this measurement is shown plotted in Figure 5.24.
As observed in niobium [GKL16], the residual resistance increases linearly
with the amount of trapped magnetic flux. This linear dependence is also
seen in the relationship between the surface resistance and the thermal gradient
through the transition temperature. By performing a linear fit, we determine the
sensitivity to trapped flux, i.e. the amount of surface resistance gained per unit
of cooldown parameter, either the ambient field trapped from the Helmholtz
coil or the thermal gradient through the transition temperature. At 1 MV/m of
applied RF field, corresponding to a peak magnetic field of (4.2 ± 0.6) mT, the
sensitivity is found to be (0.5 ± 0.2) nΩ/mG from the ambient cooldowns and
(3.3 ± 0.5) nΩ/(K/m) from the gradient cooldowns.
It is of critical importance that the numbers are specified for a RF field value
of 1 MV/m. This is because the sensitivity to trapped flux is a function of RF
field. Upon comparison of the Q vs E at 2.0 K for the two types of cooldowns,
we can see in Figure 5.25 that the surface resistance at 2.0 K (at which temper-
ature the residual resistance dominates) increases with the peak applied mag-
1Although the Q vs T measurements were performed down to a temperature of 1.6 K, the
cryostat is unable to sustain this temperature at higher gradients. Although curves taken at
1.6 K would have even less BCS contribution, the 2.0 K curves are more practical in terms of
data taking and are already sufficiently representative of the residual resistance of the cavity
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Figure 5.23: Spread of the Q vs T measurements for all the cooldowns of cavity
LTE1-7, in different thermal gradients and applied magnetic fields.
The impact of the trapped flux on residual resistance can be seen in
the quality factor at low temperatures.
netic field, in a seemingly linear fashion. By comparing these slopes and taking
a measurement of the sensitivity to trapped flux at different values of the RF
field, we find that the sensitivity to trapped flux is increasing with RF field. The
same can be found for the gradient cooldowns, with the sensitivity to gradient.
The values of sensitivity to trapped flux and thermal gradient as a function of
RF field are shown in Figure 5.26 (left).
Fitting for a linear increase in sensitivity for both ambient and gradient
cooldowns, we can take the ratio of the two sensitivities as a function of field,
shown plotted in Figure 5.26 (right). By taking a linear fit, we find the slope
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Figure 5.24: Plot of the surface resistance at 2.0 K – which is dominated by the
residual resistance – of LTE1-7 for different values of thermal gra-
dient (blue) and trapped magnetic flux (red). In both cases, a linear
relationship with Rs is seen. The black diamond indicates the re-
sistance seen at 2.0 K and 1 MV/m in a cavity following a normal
slowcool, in which the thermal gradients and ambient field aremin-
imised to the greatest extend possible (this point is not considered
when making the linear fits shown).
to be zero within measurement error. Using the offset of the linear fit, this
allows us to define a relationship between the ambient field trapped and the
thermal gradient, i.e. the amount of flux trapped per unit of thermal gradient
through the transition temperature. From this, we calculate this value to be
(6.2 ± 0.3) mG/(K/m). Use of this value allows us to rescale the data from the
gradient cooldowns and cast the parameter as an amount of trapped magnetic
flux, in the fashion of the ambient cooldowns. From this we plot the sensitiv-
ity to trapped magnetic flux as a function of RF field for both the ambient and
gradient cooldowns, as seen in Figure 5.27. A linear fit to this plot gives a flux-
dependent contribution to the surface resistance of
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Figure 5.25: Q vs E curves (obtained using the “continuous” method described
in section 4.2) for all the cooldowns performed as part of the ex-
periment on LTE1-7, separated by thermal gradient cooldowns and
applied field cooldowns. For comparison, a curve taken following a
normal slowcool (inwhich the thermal gradients and ambient fields
are minimised to the maximum extent possible) is also shown.
Figure 5.26: Left, a plot of the sensitivity to trapped flux (red) and thermal gradi-
ent through Tc (blue) as a function of the applied RF magnetic field.
On the right, the ratio of these two sensitivities has been fitted to a
linear fit, as shown. The ratio is found to be constant with RF field
within the confidence interval of the linear fit, which is shown as
the dotted lines above and below the fit line.
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Figure 5.27: The sensitivity to trapped flux of Nb3Sn cavity designation LTE1-
7, as a function of the applied RF magnetic field. The data from
the thermal gradient measurements has been rescaled to amount of
trapped magnetic flux by (6.2 ± 0.3) mG/(K/m).
dR
dBtrapped
= R0f l + R
1
f lBr f , (5.5)




0.02) nΩ/mG/ and R1
f l
= (21 ± 1) pΩ/mG/mT.
5.2.1 Theoretical model of thermoelectric magnetic flux and
flux losses
The generation of magnetic fields causing an increase in the residual resistance
of an Nb3Sn cavity in the presence of a thermal gradient can be described theo-
retically using the Seebeck effect between a chain of thermocouples that repre-
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sents the planar interface between the two metals. The Seebeck effect is a con-
version of heat directly into a potential difference (referred to as a thermoelectric




S (T ) dT , (5.6)
where S (T ) is the Seebeck coefficient. The Seebeck coefficient is a function of
temperature, but in the event that the thermal gradient is small then S can be
approximated as being constant, such that V = S ∆T . In a single material, the
establishment of a temperature gradient will result in a thermoelectric voltage,
but no current (provided ∆T is constant in time). However, a junction between
two metals with dissimilar values of S (as in, for example, a thermocouple tem-
perature sensor) will result in the establishment of a continuous thermoelectric
current even with no time variation in ∆T .
We consider a substrate of niobium (material a) coated with a layer of Nb3Sn
(material b). Along the length of the coating, we break the system down into
a concatenated series of length ∆x with a thermal gradient along it of ∆T . We
model each material as a battery with an internal resistance, with the voltage of
each battery being provided by the Seebeck effect as S a,b∆T , and shorted to each
other and the top and bottom. This model is shown in Figure 5.28.
We can use the superposition principle to model each one of these sections,
labelled N, N + 1, and so on, separately. Since the short at the end of each sec-
tion prevents the currents IN+1,N−1a , I
N+1,N−1
b
from contributing to the currents in
sections travelled by INa and I
N
b
, it follows that INa = I
N
b
. We can therefore write
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Figure 5.28: Circuit model of the thermocurrents generated by the bimetallic in-
terface betweenNb andNb3Sn in the presence of a thermal gradient
along the length of the interface. The layer is modelled as a series of
connected batteries, with a thermoelectric voltage from the Seebeck
effect and an internal resistance that comes from the resistivity of
the material and the cross-sectional area of the layer.
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that
S Na ∆T − INa RNa = S Nb ∆T + INb RNb , (5.7)
and rewrite the resistance of the layers Ra,b in the terms of their bulk resistivity
ρa,b, such that
S Na ∆T − INa
ρNa
Aa







where Aa,b is the cross-section area of the substrate (a) and thin film (b), and ∆x
is an infinitesimal distance in the direction of the thermal gradient (as seen in
Figure 5.28). This can be simplified to read
(













We assume that the flux is trapped very shortly after the Nb3Sn goes super-
conducting (and that therefore ρb = 0 and S b = 0), which allows us to condense








Using Ampere’s law, we can draw an Amperian loop to run around the
equator of the cavity at a distance from the centre of the cavity to the inter-
face of the niobium to the Nb3Sn. Taking the current enclosed within this loop






where Rc is the diameter of the cavity. Taking the values of S a = 1.0 µV K
−1
[Cra14] and ρa = 6 × 10−10 Ωm at T = 18 K [WW57], da = 3 mm, Aa = 2 × 10−3 m2
(assuming a cavity diameter of ≈ 20 cm), gives a sensitivity to thermal gradient
of 63 mG/(K/m). This is higher than the observed value; however, this sen-
sitivity assumes that the trapped flux exposed to the RF field is equal to that
generated at the interface. In reality, it will be lower, as the field generated by
the thermocurrent at the RF surface must be zero (since taking an Amperian
loop around the RF surface must give an enclosed current of I = 0). If we as-
sume that the current distribution of I is uniform throughout the Nb3Sn layer,
then the thermocurrent-generated field B will increase linearly from zero at the
RF surface to a maximum at the interface. If we estimate that only the magnetic
field trapped approximately 2λ from the RF surface contributes to the sensitivity
to thermal gradient, then the calculated sensitivity decreases by a factor of 2λ/db,
where db = 3µm is the thickness of the Nb3Sn layer. For λ = 140 nm, this gives
a calculated sensitivity to thermal gradient of (0.28/3) × 63 = 5.9 mG/(K/m),
which is in agreement with the measured result of (6.2 ± 0.3) mG/(K/m).
The linear dependence of the sensitivity to trapped flux on the RF field is
more complex to describe. The linear dependence has been known for some
time[BCD+01], but has to date only be described by empirical models. To un-
derstand the effect in Nb3Sn and by extension, what parameters to vary in an
effort to suppress it it is necessary to have a more detailed model that takes into
account material parameters. A model of weak flux pinning, proposed by the-
orists Danilo Liarte and James Sethna, shows promise in describing the effect,
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and the gist of the theory is described here, as well as its analytical result.
The observance of a non-constant sensitivity to trapped flux indicates the
presence of non-ohmic losses, not described by Equation 1.10. The motion u
of a vortex line whose magnetic flux Œ is subject to a current density J can be
described using the Bardeen-Stephen equation of motion [BS65],




+ J × Œ − a nS e
du
dt
× Œ + fp, , (5.12)
where M is an effective mass, η is a viscosity constant, Fe is the elastic free en-
ergy, a is a constant, nS is the density of superconducting electrons, e is the
electron charge, and fp is a pinning force. The first term on the right hand
side describes the viscous damping from the resistance that the superconductor
presents to the motion of the vortex. The second term is an elastic line tension
that represents dissipation due to reshaping of the vortex. The third and fourth
terms represent the Lorentz and Magnus forces, respectively, from the electric
current and the motion of the vortex. The final term is more general, and repre-
sents the impact of pinning sites.
As the vortex oscillates under the influence of the RF field, it dissipates en-
ergy due to the action of these different terms. For a non-constant sensitivity
to occur, the motion of the vortex must possess a degree of hysteresis, which
cannot be the result of the first four terms. To explain this, Liarte and Sethna
generate a pinning term that models the impact of a collective sea of weak pin-
ning centres [LAH+17]. As the vortex line moves, it must overcome the pinning
from each site as it moves past. This model is visualised in Figure 5.29 (A).
The theory can be solved numerically, but an analytical solution demonstrat-
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Figure 5.29: (A) A diagram visualising the weak pinning scenario. A vortex line,
strongly pinned deep in the bulk, moves under the influence of the
RF field, and is hindered in its motion by a sea of weak pinning
centres that it must overcome. (B) The motion of the vortex during
the first quarter of the RF period T , as it is displaced from the origin.
(C) The motion of the vortex during the second and third quarter of
the RF period. The impact of the pinning centres resists the motion
of the vortex from being restored to its position at the origin. These
figures courtesy of Danilo Liarte, Cornell University.
ing the linear dependence of the sensitivity on the applied RF field can be ob-
tained. Ignoring the mass term (the LHS of Equation 5.12), and the viscous and




= fpin − fL, (5.13)
where fL = (φ0Hr f /4πλ)e
−z/λ sinωt is the Lorentz force (per unit length), and
ǫ0 = (φ0/4πλ)
2 is the vortex line tension. The motion of the vortex described
by Equation 5.13 follows that shown Figure 5.29 (B) and (C)2. As the RF field in-
creases from zero, the vortex begins to be displaced. Although the RF field only
penetrates to a depth λ, the impact of the elastic tension of the vortex carries this
motion much deeper than λ. As the RF field reaches it maximum at the end of
the first quarter of the RF period, the vortex reaches its maximum displacement,
2This picture is somewhat unrealistic as the vortex lines trapped from ambient fields and
thermal currents are expected to be parallel, not perpendicular to the surface; however, the
behaviour described by the analytical result is unchanged
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as seen at T/4 is Figure 5.29 (B).
At this stage, the RF field begins to decrease. However, the elastic tension
of the vortex does not restore the vortex to its original position as the influence
of the weak pinning sites prevent this from occurring. As the RF field inverts,
it beings to pull the vortex back to its original position and beyond to its new
(opposite) maximum displacement. The same weak pinning sites that opposed
the initial motion of the vortex to its first maximum now oppose its restoration,
resulting in a “two-parabola” shape developing, as seen at t = 7T/12 and t =
11T/12. It is this process that generates the hysteresis that results in the non-
linear sensitivity to trapped flux.
The full derivation will be published by Liarte and Sethna, but the result of
solving Equation 5.13 is that the sensitivity to trapped flux is described by
R0
Btrapped













where Bc is the thermodynamic critical field. The terms jo and jc are the de-
pairing current (at which point the Cooper pairs are broken) and de-pinning
current (at which point the flux line is de-pinned), respectively. UsingGinzburg-










By substituting Equation 5.16 into Equation 5.15, and substituting Bc = µ0Hc





This suggest that increasing the mean free path, which according to Equa-
tion 1.6 will decrease the value of λ, will result in a decrease in the slope in the
sensitivity.
Fitting Equation 5.14 to the curve in Figure 5.27 would result in a nonsensical
value of jc, as the analytical result neglects the impact of the viscous term. How-
ever, the analytical solution does demonstrate that the collective weak pinning
model can describe the linear sensitivity to trapped flux seen in Nb3Sn.
5.3 Conclusions on the limitations on cavity efficiency
The first step in ensuring a high-Q Nb3Sn cavity is the uniform coverage of a
sufficiently thick layer free of the thin film regions as seen on the left side of the
STEM image in Figure 5.4. These thin film regions are suppressed by aiding the
action of the nucleation agent – SnCl2 or SnF2 – through the use of a high tin
vapour pressure during the ramp-up to coating temperatures (through the use
of a ∆T during the ramp-up) and the pre-anodisation of the niobium substrate,
growing the niobium pentoxide layer to a thickness of 40-70 nm prior to coating.
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Figure 5.30: Contour plot giving contribution to residual resistance from
trapped flux in a 1.3 GHz ILC cavity as a function of the peak ap-
plied RF magnetic field. Lines of equipotential give the specifica-
tion required for operation at a Q of 1 and 2 × 1010 at 4.2 K bath
temperature, assuming a BCS component at 4.2 K of 8 nΩ.
Following a successful coating, achieving the highest quality factors requires
minimising the amount of trapped flux from both ambient sources and thermo-
electric currents generated from thermal gradients during cooldown. The im-
pact of trapped magnetic flux becomes more pronounced at higher RF fields;
for example, from the values measured on cavity LTE1-7, a cooldown in 1 mG
ambient field (assuming full trapping) and a gradient of 100 mK/m will result
in 2.0 nΩ of residual resistance from trapped flux at 5 MV/m, which increases
to 3.9 nΩ at 15 MV/m. Shown in Figure 5.30 is a contour plot giving the resid-
ual resistance contribution from trapped flux (from all sources) as a function of
the peak applied RF magnetic field in an ILC cavity, with, superimposed, lines
indicating the specifications required for a quality factor of 1 and 2 × 1010 at a
bath temperature of 4.2 K.
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Future work on high efficiency in Nb3Sn shows two promising avenues of
research. The first of these is the successful application of post-coating chem-
istry to decrease surface roughness. To date, no successful post-coating chem-
istry on 1.3-1.5 GHz cavities has been found (Siemens successfully applied oxi-
polishing to 10 GHz cavities, but this improvement has not been replicated yet).
However, a reduction in the surface roughness would result in a decrease in the
field enhancement, and lower the perceived sensitivity to trapped flux with RF
magnetic field. This would result in a higher Q at medium-high RF fields.
The second avenue is the application of methods to alter the mean free path
or the depinning current ( jc in Equation 5.17) of the material. Increasing the
depinning current could be done by introducing stronger pinning sites, while
increasing the mean free path (“cleaning” the superconductor) would result in a
shorter penetration depth λ. Such changes would reduce the effect of Q-slope in
the contribution from the residual resistance, potentially removing this Q-slope
entirely. Although the mechanism for altering jc is not yet clear, the impact of
changing λ was observed in 1.5 GHz cavities of niobium sputtered onto copper
[BCD+97]. The recent discovery of nitrogen doping [GRS+13] has shown that
the mean free path can be lowered in a controlled manner – however, as the
mean free path of Nb3Sn is already quite short, a method will need to be found
to increase it. Such a technique could unlock the ability to control the sensitivity
to trapped flux of Nb3Sn, and also increase the coherence length of the material,
rendering it less susceptible to defects and potentially increasing the quench
field. This is the subject of the next chapter.
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CHAPTER 6
LIMITATIONS ON ACHIEVABLE GRADIENT
As important as achieving a high quality factor is, it is for naught if the gradi-
ent specification of the machine cannot be met. At time of writing, the gradient
demanded for the continuous (CW) light source LCLS-II is 16 MV/m [BCC+15];
in the European XFEL, which operates in a pulsed mode, the gradient speci-
fication is 23.6 MV/m [Wei09]. The International Linear Collider has an even
higher specification, at 35 MV/m in pulsed mode [BBF+13]. All of these ma-
chines would benefit significantly from the greatly improved efficiency offered
by Nb3Sn, but for this to happen the cavity must first demonstrate that it can
reliably achieve these gradient demands.
6.1 Constraints on the quench mechanism
Anumber ofmeasurements, both past and present, as well as the implications of
a number of well-understood physical mechanisms, allow us to place a number
of constraints on the nature of the quench mechanism without direct measure-
ment. These results guided the choice of the experiment detailed in the second
half of this chapter.
It is interesting to note that in all the coatings done at Cornell, the quench
field of the cavities varies by only about ±20%, even in spite of some changes
to the coating procedure. This can be seen in the histogram in Figure 6.1. This
result agrees with a similar observation made on 10 GHz cavities at Siemens
AG [HKP+81]. This would seem to suggest a reproducible feature that may be
endemic to the method of vapour diffusion for the fabrication of Nb3Sn, and
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Figure 6.1: Histogram of the quench fields observed in the majority of Nb3Sn
cavity tests performed at Cornell.
that the cause of quench in the cavities coated at Cornell could be the same as
that for cavities coated at the University of Wuppertal and at Siemens AG, in
spite of the absence of the characteristic Q-slope seen in the former.
6.1.1 Ultimate limit: the superheating field
The superheating field [MSJ67, Cha95, TCS11, VL11] is largely understood to be
the ultimate limitation in gradient for a superconducting cavity. The superheat-
ing field arises from the fact that although it is energetically favourable for a
flux line to exist in the bulk of the superconductor, the energy cost of nucleating
a vortex results in an energy barrier at the surface. This raises the field of first
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For the Nb3Sn coating of cavity LTE1-7, with a penetration depth of λ =
(140 ± 20) nm and a coherence length of ξ = (3.4 ± 0.4) nm, equations 6.1 and
6.2 give µ0Hc1 = (35 ± 8) mT and µ0Hsh = (404 ± 9) mT. In an ILC single-cell
cavity, these fields correspond to an accelerating gradient of 8 and 95 MV/m,
respectively.
Although the superheating field represents the ultimate limit to the entry
of flux, defects with a size on the order of the coherence length ξ can serve
as vortex nucleation sites, resulting in a suppression of the energy barrier. A
local suppression of the critical temperature Tc will also result in a lowering of
the energy barrier, allowing vortices to penetrate at these regions of effectively
reduced Hsh. This latter scenario is a particular risk for Nb3Sn, since a reduction
in the atomic-% tin will result in a reduction in Tc (as described in Figure 2.5).
6.1.2 HPP Klystron testing
The use of high-pulsed-power (HPP) testing is useful in exploring the ultimate
limits of a superconductor. A special cavity insert with very strong coupling
(Qext ≈ 106, β ≈ 104) is powered from a high power pulsed klystron, which sends
1 MW pulses into the cavity to rapidly fill it with power. At these high values of
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Figure 6.2: A comparison of HPP data from 120◦-baked niobium and Nb3Sn
coated at Cornell. The CW (continuous) quench fields from standard
Q vs E curves are also given. Niobium data from [Val13].
β, the fill time is very short (order 10s of µs), allowing the cavity to outrun local
thermal limitations. This method has been successfully used to experimentally
determine the superheating field of niobium at 1.3 GHz [VL11, Val13], and has
been previously used on Nb3Sn [Cam85, CF84, HP97, PVL15].
The data from a klystron test for niobium is compared to a recent one on
Nb3Sn in Figure 6.2. Data from klystron tests is plotted as the peak surface mag-
netic field at which the cavity quenches against the square of the temperature
– this is because the superheating field is expected to approximately follow a
temperature dependence of [VL11]






which is seen to be the case in niobium. However, in Nb3Sn the quench field
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Figure 6.3: The quench field of the cavity in HPP testing against the time taken
to quench. As the forward power from the Klystron is increased, the
cavity fills quicker and quenches sooner. The faster filling allows for
a better outrunning of thermal effects, but in Nb3Sn even at 400 kW
of forward power this is found to be insufficient to fully outrun them.
follows a curve towards a low-temperature value considerably lower than the
expected Hsh, although higher than both Hc1 and the quench field observed in
CW testing. This result suggests that the klystron is still not providing enough
power to outrun strong, localised defects. This is further emphasised by the
result that increasing the power output of the klystron increases the low tem-
perature quench field, as seen in Figure 6.3. Notably, the work of Campisi at
SLAC [Cam85, CF84] achieved somewhat higher pulsed fields than the work
from Cornell [HP97, PVL15] – this could be attributed to the use of a higher
power klystron (36 MW, 2.856 GHz at SLAC versus 1 MW, 1.3 GHz at Cornell),
allowing for even faster filling times. However, even this result does not give
the same behaviour seen in niobium, as evidenced by Figure 6.4.
The conclusion that can be drawn from HPP testing is that Nb3Sn cavities
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Figure 6.4: HPP test results fromCampisi at SLAC andHays andHall at Cornell
[Cam85, CF84, HP97]. The higher field achieved by Campisi can be
attributed to the use of a higher forward power from the Klystron.
are limited by a localised – as opposed to global – defect. The data is unable to
discern, however, the exact nature of this defect; it could be a region of increased
BCS resistance resulting in local thermal runaway, or a region where magnetic
flux is breaking in before Hsh and drastically increasing the losses at this defect.
The end result is the same: increased local heating results in the area being
driven above Tc, which then results in a loss of superconductivity and a severe
reduction in the Q0 of the cavity.
6.1.3 Global and local thermal runaway
The question now becomes: how do we differentiate between a defect in which
flux enters first, resulting in heating, and one in which local thermal feedback
results in the temperature being driven high enough for flux to enter? Global
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thermal runaway is not expected to be a limitation in 1 GHz Nb3Sn cavities – a
result shown in the previous chapter, in Figure 5.19 – although at 6 GHz global
thermal runaway can occur at fields below Hsh.
An experiment was carried out to verify whether the removal of the outside
layer of Nb3Sn, which serves no role in the RF performance, still played a role
in causing global thermal feedback due to the lower thermal conductivity of
Nb3Sn. This was done by filling a Nb3Sn cavity with DI water and sealing both
ends before immersing the cavity in BCP, to remove the outside layer of Nb3Sn
without altering the inside layer. The performance of the cavity, before and after
the outside chemistry, is shown in Figure 6.5. The Q of the cavity decreased
slightly, although no Q-slope was introduced, possibly suggesting an imperfect
seal on the cavity ends. However, the quench field remained unchanged, at
≈ 16 MV/m, indicating that the outside layer of Nb3Sn has little impact on
global thermal feedback at these medium fields – which would be in agreement
with the simulations for different RRR of the substrate given in Figure 5.19.
However, local thermal runaway can occur at much lower fields. A region of
tin-depleted Nb3Sn, with a Tc of 6 K, could be a significant source of dissipated
power if it were exposed to the RF field. Tin-depleted regions have indeed been
seen in the cross-sections of samples, such as shown in Figure 3.15 – if thesewere
to be found at the surface, they would result in significant thermal feedback at a
localised region. Such heating would not be evident in a Q vs E diagram, as the
presence of the region is small enough that it’s effect is only felt when driven
normal conducting, resulting in cavity quench.
Heating from defects has previously been studied [RKM+92]. Results of sim-
ulations on RRR=300 niobium indicate that normal conducting defects larger
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Figure 6.5: Q vs E of a Nb3Sn cavity immediately post-coating and after a short
outside BCP to remove the outside layer of Nb3Sn.
than 30 microns in size will result in a quench field of 19 MV/m or below. In
Nb3Sn, in spite of the improved BCS resistance, the far lower thermal conduc-
tivity could result in a significant reduction in the size of a defect necessary to
limit the quench field to 16 MV/m or below, by an order of magnitude or more.
6.1.4 Surface roughness and post-coating chemistry
To add to the difficulty of identifying the source of quench, the surface rough-
ness of Nb3Sn immediately post-coating has been found to be significant. In
particular, the short scale roughness is quite high, with a roughness on the or-
der of ±1 µm peak-to-peak over a span of 20×20 µm, as indicated by the atomic
force microscope scan shown in Figure 6.6. Such roughness can cause field en-
hancement, with simulations indicating that a region such as the scan shown in
Figure 6.6 would result in a peak enhancement factor of 1.8 [PHLM17]. On a
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Figure 6.6: Atomic force microscope scan of the surface of a sample of Nb3Sn
coated at Cornell. The surface roughness is of the order of 1 µm
peak-to-peak over a 20 × 20 µm span. This image courtesy of James
Maniscalco, SRF Group, Cornell University.
global scale, field enhancement would result in an effective “lowering” of the
superheating field as measured by klystron tests, as the effective surface field
would be higher than given by the calibration from cavity shape simulations.
Significant local field enhancement from a sharp edge or ridge could also turn
an otherwise harmless region into a “defect” as the local field is driven close to
the field of flux entry.
Surface roughness in niobium is suppressed using centrifugal barrel polish-
ing (CBP) [HSY+01, CSB+11] and, more extensively, chemical techniques such as
buffered chemical polishing (BCP) [PDK+93, TRK+06] and electro-polishing (EP)
[DSMS71, TCRK08]. At the time of writing, EP cavities have demonstrated the
best performance. However, these techniques often remove material at a rate
of 0.5-1 micron per minute, and with the average Nb3Sn coating being 2-3 mi-
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Figure 6.7: Q vs E of a Nb3Sn cavity immediately post-coating and after 3 passes
of 30 V oxipolish (anodisation in NaOH to 30 V, followed by an HF
rinse), corresponding to the removal of approximately 50-100 nm of
Nb3Sn.
crons thick, this would result in the layer being stripped inside of 5 minutes. A
more rarely used technique, oxipolishing [Die78] has been successfully used in
the production of 10 GHz Nb3Sn cavities at Siemens AG [Hil76], but attempts
to reproduce the technique recently in 1.3 GHz Nb3Sn cavities have resulted in
the introduction of Q-slope without any improvement in low field Q or quench
field. An example of a Q vs E of a single-cell cavity, designation LTE1-6, before
and after oxi-polishing is seen in Figure 6.7. As can be seen, the oxi-polishing
resulted in the introduction of Q-slope not unlike that seen at the University of
Wuppertal and a reduction of the quench field.
However, contemporary experiments on Nb3Sn samples have demonstrated
that oxipolishing can successfully reduce the surface roughness [PFH+17].
These studies are continuing with a view to investigating the cause behind the
introduction of the Q-slope following the chemistry. It is possible that if thin
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film regions (such as the one seen in Figure 5.4) are present in the cavity, even
50-100 nm of removal will result in the tin-depleted interface being further ex-
posed to the RF field. The tin-depleted interface is expected to have a Tc of 6 K,
and their exposure will lead to both a higher BCS resistance and the introduc-
tion of Q-slope. This situation could explain the Q vs E curve seen in Figure 6.7,
where the 2.0 K Q at low field (where residual resistance dominates) is the same
before and after the oxipolish, but at 4.2 K the Q after oxi-polish is over a factor
of 2 worse than before chemistry. In addition to the thin film regions, the re-
moval of the surface layer could also expose tin-depleted regions deeper in the
bulk of the normal thick regions, such as the one seen in Figure 3.15. It is also
possible that the chemical process removes tin and niobium at different rates,
resulting in a tin-depleted surface layer, although this has yet to be confirmed
by cross-section X-ray analysis or secondary ion mass spectrometry.
6.2 Dynamics of the cavity quench
From what can be discerned from previous measurements, it appears reason-
able to conclude that the origin of the quench in current Nb3Sn cavities is a sur-
face defect of order 10 µm or less in diameter (this given previous simulations
done with niobium [RKM+92] and the poorer thermal conductivity of Nb3Sn).
The repeatability of the quench fields would suggest that this defect is very com-
mon, and that the quench is instigated by what happens to be the worst in the
field of available candidates, possibly aided by local field enhancement. Such
a small defect would be impossible to find by standard cavity optical inspec-
tion methods [GFG+16]. However, the surface heating from such a point defect
could be expected to spread to a radius equal to the thickness of the niobium
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wall, approximately 3 mm. This brings the heating within range of the Cor-
nell temperature mapping system [Kno97]. Careful studies of heating close to
quench would allow us to determine whether the quench is instigated by a ther-
mal runaway phenomenon (such as thermal feedback at a high BCS resistance
region) or early flux entry, such as at grain boundaries or regions of suppressed
Tc.
In light of this, the single-cell 1.3 GHz TeSLA-style cavity LTE1-7 was coated
with Nb3Sn using the recipe shown in Figure 3.2 and tested using the tempera-
ture mapping system, whose operation is described in detail in the next section.
The performance of this coating of LTE1-7 has been shown previously in Fig-
ure 5.1. The objective of the exercise was simple: first, to locate the origin of the
quench, and then, to use the temperature mapping system to investigate the lo-
cal heating at this location before, during, and after quench, with the hope that
the heating pattern would reveal the nature of the cavity quench. Following the
experiment, the quench origin was cut from the cavity for surface analysis. The
results of this experiment are the focus of the remainder of this chapter.
6.2.1 Temperature mapping experiment
The primary measurement apparatus used in this experiment was a cavity tem-
perature mapping system, or T-map. The system, shown mounted onto a cav-
ity in Figure 6.8, is comprised of 38 boards that surround the cavity at equally
spaced intervals. Each board is equipped with 17 temperature sensors mounted
on spring-loaded supports that press against the outer surface of the cavity.
Thermal paste is applied to the sensor to improve thermal contact between the
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sensor and the outer cavity surface. Each sensor is a 100 Ω Allen-Bradley car-
bon resistor, which is possessed of a large temperature coefficient at cryogenic
temperatures and as such allows measurements of temperature changes of ap-
proximately 0.2 mK at 2.0 K and 1 mK at 4.2 K. This is sensitive enough to be
able to detect local heating on the inner surface of the cavity, even if this heating
is small enough to allow the cavity to continue operating unhindered.
The system can be used in 3 scenarios. The first, a standard T-Map, relies
on keeping the cavity operating at a constant gradient while the sensors are
carefully read off one by one, to ensure high temperature precision. The result is
a map of local temperature differences from the bath at each resistor. The second
mode, dubbed a quench map, is used for identifying the origin of the quench
limitation. In this mode, each of the 24 data acquisition modules that read the
T-Map is triggered, in sequence, while operating in a high-speed, low precision
mode. As each module is triggered, a few seconds of data are obtained during
which the cavity is allowed to quench. After quenching the cavity aminimum of
24 times, quench map is completed. The resulting map shows the integral with
time (beginning immediately after quench) of the temperature at each active
sensor – sensors that remained hotter for longer contribute more strongly to
the signal. The third mode, dubbed single-scan mode, is a compromise of the
previous two modes. A single sensor, operating in a high-speed, high-precision
mode, is triggered to acquire up to one minute of data, during which the cavity
can be operated as necessary. This allows precision measurements of heating at
the specified location as a function of the field in the cavity.
An example of a temperature map, showing heating at a location on the
lower-half cell of the cavity, is shown in Figure 6.16 b). This heating was caused
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Figure 6.8: Photograph of the temperature mapping system (T-Map) assembled
onto cavity LTE1-7. Board number progresses anti-clockwise around
the cavity (as viewed from above), while resistor number increases
going from the lower iris to the upper iris. The orientation of the
cavity is the same as it is in the coating furnace - i.e., the lower half-
cell is the side facing away from the tin source during coating.
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Figure 6.9: Quenchmap of LTE1-7, taken at a bath temperature of 2.0 K. The col-
orbar is a time integral of the heating at each sensor beginning im-
mediately after quench. The longer the sensor stays hot, the greater
the value. The quench origin is found to be at board 28, resistor 4, on
the lower half of the cavity.
by a quench originating at this location, which, due to thermal currents gen-
erated due to the bimetallic interface during the heating above the transition
temperature, resulted in significant amounts of magnetic flux being trapped.
The increase in trapped flux at this location results in increased losses and the
heating seen at this location. This location was confirmed as the origin of the
quench by the a quench map, shown in Figure 6.9.
An example of a single-scan measurement is shown in Figure 6.10 (left). Two
Y-axes are given – one for the temperature difference between the chosen sensor
and the bath, and one for the accelerating gradient in the cavity. Shortly after
triggering the measurement, the signal generator is turned on, which allows
the cavity to fill with power. Although the drive signal is a pulse, the gradient
in the cavity increases in a 1 − ex fashion as determined by the quality factor
of the resonator and the coupling strength between the drive antenna and the
cavity, β. After a pre-determined period, the drive signal is turned off, and the
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Figure 6.10: Left, an example of a “single-scan” measurement taken at the
quench origin at a bath temperature of 2.0 K. After acquisition on
a chosen sensor is triggered, the field in the cavity (red) is altered,
while being measured using a pickup probe. Simultaneously, the
temperature at the sensor (blue) is also acquired. In this trace, RF
power was turned on at the 2 second mark and off at 30 seconds.
The cavity did not quench during this trace. The temperature oscil-
lations are due to the opening and closing of the cryostat pumping
valve that maintains the bath temperature of 2.0 K. On the right, the
value of the peak surface field (squared) is plotted against the ∆T at
that time, with the blue line corresponding to the time the cavity is
filling (t = 2 − 30 s in the left plot) and red to the time after the RF
power is turned off. The linear shape indicates that the temperature
rise is due to Ohmic heating.
cavity rings down in a fashion similar to the filling. During this time, both the
gradient in the cavity and the local heating are measured, allowing them to be
plotted against each other. This is done so in Figure 6.10 (right), where the local
temperature difference from the bath∆T is plotted against the square of the peak
surface magnetic field in the cavity, H2
pk
. In such a plot the Ohmic dissipation
from the surface resistance Rs is described by ∆T ∝ 12RsH2pk and so appears as a
linear increase.
These three methods have been used to carefully analyse the RF behaviour
of the quench origin, both before, during, and after quench.
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6.2.2 Sudden heating before quench
After the origin of the cavity quench was determined using quench mapping,
the temperature map single-scan mode was used to investigate heating at the
quench origin as a function of the RF field in the cavity. This was done by setting
the ultimate field to be achieved in the cavity through the power setting on the
amplifier, and then allowing the cavity to fill with power at the rate determined
by the coupling. Unless the power settingwas too high (andwith it, the ultimate
field that the cavity would converge too), the cavity would not quench, but
instead equilibrate at a set field, until the power was turned off and the cavity
field allowed to decay naturally.
The cavity was cooled very carefully, trapping as little flux as possible, re-
sulting in very good performance at high fields. While operating at 2.0 K bath
temperature, the cavity was taken to increasingly higher fields while taking
single-scan traces. At fields nearing the quench field, sudden jumps in the tem-
perature at the quench origin were seen, in the manner shown in the singlescan
trace shown in Figure 6.11. These jumps were also seen at 4.2 K; an example
of measurements of ∆T against B2
pk
at the quench origin at both 2.0 and 4.2 K is
shown in Figure 6.12. At both temperatures, jumps were seen, as well as a hys-
teresis in the ∆T between the temperature rise (as the cavity fills with power)
and the temperature fall (as the cavity rings down).
Despite the sudden increase in temperature, the cavity did not quench, and
these traces were found to be highly repeatable, with both the height of each
jump and the field at which it occurred being identical to the last within mea-
surement error. The size of the hysteresis was also found to be identical be-
tween repeated measurements at the same field and temperature. Eventually,
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Figure 6.11: A singlescan trace from LTE1-7 taken at 2.0 K at the quench origin,
during which the gradient in the cavity is taken very close to (but
not allowed to exceed) the quench field of the cavity. At surface
fields very close to the quench field, sudden jumps in temperature
can be seen on top of the more conventional Ohmic heating.
however, the cavity was brought to a power level that resulted in a quench,
changing the quality factor of the cavity dramatically due to an increase in the
amount of trapped magnetic flux.
A number of traces were collected that demonstrated these jumps, allow-
ing statistics to be collected regarding the peak field in the cavity at which they
occurred and the increase in temperature seen at the quench origin. The exper-
iment at 2.0 K was repeated following a warm-up and re-cool of the cavity to
restore the performance of the cavity. The thermal contact of the T-map sensors
with the cavity at the quench origin was found to have been degraded, likely
due to the thermal cycling. This prevented a comparison of the absolute heights
of the temperature jumps from cool-down to cool-down, however, by normal-
ising all the jumps in a cool-down by the mean of the height of the first jump
seen, the relative heights can be compared. This is done in Figure 6.13. The
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Figure 6.12: A plot of the temperature difference of a sensor (in this case, the
quench origin sensor) from the bath, ∆T , against the square of the
peak surfacemagnetic field in the cavity. These example traceswere
taken at bath temperatures of 2.0 K (left) and 4.2 K (right). The
jumps seen during the cavity fill (evident in Figure 6.11) are marked
with arrows. At both 2.0 K and 4.2 K, a hysteresis effect is seen in
the ∆T during the fill and ring-down portions of the trace.
fields at which the jump occur, and the height of the fourth (the largest) jump,
were unchanged to within the systematic error of the measurement.
This jump phenomenon was also found to exist while operating the cavity
at 4.2 K. The experiment described so far at 2.0 K was repeated - in a separate
cooldown - at 4.2 K, and once again the jumps were seen as the cavity was
brought close to the quench field. The jumps were again found to be repeatable,
and the field at which the jump occurred and (normalized) jump in temperature
have been plotted in a similar fashion to the 2.0 K data in Figure 6.13. The fields
at which the jumps occur appear to have reduced slightly compared to those at
2.0 K, although it is again difficult to quantify whether this is significant due to
the systematic errors of the measurement.
The most striking feature of the jump phenomenon is that the first three
jumps, to within the limits of the measurement, are identical in height. This
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Figure 6.13: Scatter plot of the jumps seen during the three cooldowns (2 at
2.0 K, 1 at 4.2 K). Each set of jumps has been normalised to the
mean of the height of the first jump seen in that series.
is true for all three cooldowns, the two at 2.0 K and the one at 4.2 K, and is evi-
dent in the scatter plot of Figure 6.13. The pattern in all three cooldowns is the
same: three jumps of identical height followed by a larger one. This strongly
suggests that the mechanism behind these jumps is quantised in nature.
For the measurement performed at 4.2 K, following data collection before
cavity quench, the cavity was brought to quench. After this one single quench,
jumpswere still visible in singlescan traces, but the heights of the jumps, and the
field at which they occurred, had measurably changed. This is demonstrated in
Figure 6.14. Seeing as a quench causes significant amounts of magnetic flux gen-
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Figure 6.14: Scatter plot of the jumps seen at 4.2 K before and after quench. All
jumps have been rescaled such that the first jump has amean height
of 1.
erated by the thermal gradients to be trapped, this would seem to suggest that
the mechanism behind the jump phenomenon is affected by the distribution or
density of trapped flux at that location. Further work will include temperature
mapping measurements investigating this jump phenomenon as a function of
different amounts of trapped flux in the cavity (applied using a Helmholtz coil).
Calibrating the temperature map against Q vs E data allows the jumps to
be converted from a temperature difference to a power dissipation. At a given
accelerating gradient, the dissipated power in the cavity can be related to the








where the sum is made over the 38 × 17 sensors of the T-Map, each of which
accounts for an area An (note that this is not actually the area that the sensor
physically covers, which is less than An). From a given calibration T-Map such as
the one in Figure 6.16 a), the calibration constant KT can be determined. For the
first and second cool-downs are 2.0 K, this calibration was found to be 7.3 and
2.4 Kcm2/W. Picturing the defect causing the jumps as a point source under the
sensor, whose physical area is 3 × 3 mm in area, this indicates that the height of
the first three jumps during the first and second cool-down each correspond to
an increase in the dissipated power of (152± 23) and (123± 19) µW, respectively.
By contrast, the power dissipated at the quench origin just before the quench
occurs is ≈ 2 mW.
In summary, the most striking result of this measurement is that the sudden
heating seen at fields close to the quench field of the cavity appear to be due to
a quantised phenomenon, where the smallest unit appears to be an increase in
dissipated power of ≈ 120−150 µW.A physical mechanism to explain this obser-
vation will be discussed later in subsection 6.2.6; before this, however, we will
continue with presenting results from the temperature mapping test of LTE1-7.
6.2.3 Hard and soft quenches
Accompanying the newer single-scan traces are a number of more conventional
temperature maps. Maps taken before a quench reveal, as expected, no regions
of significant heating at medium fields. However, following the first quench (of
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Figure 6.15: Difference between a “soft” quench, in which the field in the cavity
only just reaches the quench field, and only a small spike in temper-
ature is seen at the quench origin at the moment of quench; and a
“hard” quench, in which the field in the cavity rises fast enough to
trigger a large temperature spike that takes the quench origin above
the transition temperature of 18 K.
the kind seen in Figure 6.15 a), heating was seen at the equator region of the
cavity. Heating of such kind after a quench is common as the transition above
Tc during quench results in significant flux trapping, which would indicate that
the cavity quenched at the equator location seen in Figure 6.16 a). However, a
quench map taken immediately after this T-Map re-stated that the origin of the
quench was at the location seen in Figure 6.9. Since a quench map consists of
quenching the cavity, usually very quickly, and multiple times, another temper-
ature map was taken after the quench map. This map now showed heating both
at the equator (as seen previously) and at the quench origin, as shown in Figure
6.16 b).
Repeating this measurement after a thermal cycle again showed the same
behavior: after the first quench, heating was observed at the equator. This time,
however, the heating was at a different location on the equator, as shown in Fig-
ure 6.16 c). A subsequent quench map agreed with Figure 6.9, and a following
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Figure 6.16: Collection of temperature maps taken during the three cooldowns.
Maps a), c) and e) were taken after 1 soft quench, inwhich the cavity
was only just brought to the quench field. Maps b), d) and f) were
taken after themany hard quenches necessary to construct a quench
map such as that seen in Figure 6.9.
T-Map again showed heating at the quench origin, as seen in Figure 6.16 d).
Further investigation of the single-scan traces revealed that the behavior of
the trace in which the cavity is first quenched does not match the traces in which
the cavity is deliberately taken to quench. In the first, in which the power setting
on the amplifier is only just enough to bring the cavity to quench, only a small
jump in temperature (not exceeding Tc) is seen at the quench origin - as seen in
Figure 6.15 a). However, traces in which the power setting on the amplifier is
more than sufficient to bring the cavity to the quench field, temperature jumps
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above 18 K are seen, exceeding the transition temperature. This would suggest
that for the quench shown in Figure 6.15 a) the quench origin identified by Fig-
ure 6.9 did not go above the transition temperature, as suggested by the lack of
heating seen at the quench origin in Figure 6.16 a), c) and e). Indeed, the heating
from trapped flux seen at the equator following these quenches would seem to
confirm that the quench did not originate at the quench origin identified by Fig-
ure 6.9, but at a location on the equator – surprisingly, at a different location on
the equator for each cooldown. By comparison, when the cavity is brought to
quench quickly, the traces such as Figure 6.15 b) confirm that the region shown
in Figure 6.9 does go above the transition temperature, and the heating at this
region seen in the T-Maps of Figure 6.16 b), d), and f) (taken after many hard
quenches) agrees with this location being the quench origin.
This puzzling behaviour implies a difference between quenches in which the
field in the cavity is taken to the quench field very slowly (or held for some time
at a field just below the quench field), and those in which the field in the cavity
is raised to the quench field quickly (with the power from the amplifier being
enough to settle at a field in the cavity above the quench field, were the cavity
able to sustain it). The fact that Nb3Sn cavities can be filled quickly enough to
outrun local thermal limitations and thus briefly achieve fields above the CW
quench field has already been shown in High-Pulsed Power results, in which
the cavity can achieve fields up to 25 MV/m (above the CW quench field of
≈ 17 MV/m). Following this reasoning it would seem to suggest that the differ-
ence in the quench origin between hard and soft quenches could be due to some
very slow – order of many 10s of seconds – thermal feedback mechanism, but
this is far from sure. This result remains one of the more puzzling results from
this experiment, and until further work can be performed to investigate it only
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informed speculation can be made as to the mechanism behind this behaviour.
6.2.4 Temperature “slip” phenomenon
Another phenomenon seen in single-scan traces is what can best be described
as a temperature slip, in which the temperature at a sensor increases to a slip
field before decreasing significantly to a lower temperature, then rising again
at a lower rate. This phenomenon is demonstrated, both as a single-scan trace
and plotted as ∆T vs B2
pk
, in Figure 6.17 a). This phenomenon was first seen in
single-scan traces taken at 2.0 K after the cavity was quenched, replacing the
presence of the jumps seen before quench. However, unlike the temperature
jumps, the field at which the slip occurs is not constant between traces. Instead,
for a modestly fixed ultimate field achieved in the cavity, the amount by which
the temperature decreases during the slip – referred to as slip ∆T – is a function
of the field in the cavity at which the slip begins. This can be seen in Figure 6.17
b).
This temperature slip phenomenon was also seen at 4.2 K, but even before
the cavity had quenched, and occurring at much lower fields. In all traces at
4.2 K, the slip field was lower than the field at which jumps occurred. Fur-
thermore, also at 4.2 K, a second, small slip was often seen, although this phe-
nomenon was not found to be consistent between traces. An example of this
double-slip phenomenon can be seen compared to a single-slip trace in Figure
6.18.
When taken at a set value of maximum field, we again see a linear relation-
ship between the slip ∆T and the field at which the slip occurs. When altering
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Figure 6.17: a) An example of the “slip” phenomenon, as seen in cavity LTE1-7
while operating at 2.0 K, in this case seen at the quench origin after
many quenches. The time at which slip begins to occur is labelled
the “slip field”, and the temperature difference between the begin-
ning and end of the slip is given to be the “slip ∆T”. b) At 2.0 K,
after quenching the cavity many times, a measurement of the slip
∆T against the peak surface magnetic field at which the slip occurs.
Figure 6.18: A example of the “single slip” and “double slip” features seen in
traces taken at 4.2 K after many quenches of cavity LTE1-7. The
second slip is always more subtle than the first.
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Figure 6.19: a) The ∆T of the slip versus the peak magnetic surface field at
which the slip occurs (for reference, see Fig. 6.17 a) ) at 4.2 K be-
fore quench, after 1 soft quench, and after many hard quenches. b)
Changing the fill time of the cavity, the time after RF on at which the
slip occurs against the maximum surface magnetic field achieved in
the trace.
the value of the maximum field by altering the power output of the amplifier
(and with it the rate at which the cavity fills with power), the plot of slip ∆T
against slip field appears far messier - instead, we see a relationship between
the time between RF on and the slip occurring and the maximum field achieved
in the trace. This is shown in Figure 6.19 b). The slip occurs even at very low
values of stable accelerating gradient, far below the field at which the jumps
occur.
After the first quench of the cavity at 4.2 K, the cavity field was reduced, as
described in the section above on the temperature jumps. During this time it
was also observed that the relationship between the slip ∆T and the slip field,
while still linear, changed noticeably. After quenching the cavity many times,
it had changed again, suggesting that, like the jumps in temperature, the me-
chanics of the temperature slip phenomenon are impacted by the distribution
of trapped flux in the region. The changes after one quench and after many can
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be seen in Figure 6.19 a).
The jumps in temperature were only found at two other sensors other than
that located at the quench origin, and both of these were immediately next to the
latter. This suggests that the jump phenomenon, to currently detectable limits,
is centred at the quench origin identified by Figure 6.9. The slip phenomenon,
however, was seen at a number of different sensors around the cavity. Whereas
the jumps occurred at fields just below the quench field, the slip phenomenon
occurred at fields significantly below that, and was correlated largely with areas
of the cavity being heated by trapped flux following quench. This suggests
that the jump and slip phenomena are unrelated, and that the latter is related
in some manner to the magnetic flux trapped in the cavity walls. Therefore,
further research will investigate the prevalence and nature of these slips in a
Nb3Sn cavity as a function of the amount of flux trapped during cooldown (as
applied by a Helmholtz coil mounted on the cavity).
6.2.5 Surface analysis of cavity cut-outs
Following the temperature mapping experiment, the cavity was removed from
the testing insert and sealed, whereupon it was moved to the machine shop.
Here the quench origin was cut-out, with special care being taken to avoid
excessive surface vibration (to prevent cracking) and heating (to prevent any
change in chemistry). After the quench origin was removed, three further sam-
ples from the ends of the two half cells and the equator were also cut.
Scanning electron microscopy of the three samples revealed no cracking or
debris further than 0.1 mm from the edge of the sample, confirming that the
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careful cut-out procedure was successful. General chemical analysis of the four
samples using EDS showed no significant difference in the surface chemistry of
the four regions as expected, since the coating method is known to be uniform
to within measurable limits over these scales.
Closer imaging and chemical analysis of the quench region did not show
any detectable difference is surface stoichiometry that might reveal the origin
of the quench location. However, backscatter imaging did reveal regions of
sharp topography, in which the Nb3Sn layer appeared bent over some substrate
feature. Such a feature is seen in the SEM image collection shown in Figure 6.20.
The niobium substrate is known to be re-crystallizing during the coating pro-
cess, as the temperatures achieved during coating – > 1100◦C - are high enough
to do so. The Nb3Sn grains grown during the coating process are on the order
of many millimeters in size, three orders of magnitude larger than the average
size of the Nb3Sn grains. The movement of niobium grain boundaries during
the Nb3Sn growth process may induce significant stress in the Nb3Sn layer, and
result in the features seen in Figure 6.20. The presence of strain in Nb3Sn is
known to weaken the superconducting properties of the material [God06], and
the sharp edges will lead to field enhancement. These two contributions would
combine to make these regions weaker from a flux-entry standpoint than their
neighbours, making these a candidate for the quench origin. Further surface
analysis is underway to characterize these features, as well as to search for other
features in the region of the quench origin.
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Figure 6.20: Compositional backscatter (left) and chamber secondary electron
(right) images of a feature found at the quench origin. A sharp
ridge across which the Nb3Sn layer bends to conform. The upper
images are of a wide area - the yellow insets indicate the region
in which the lower images were taken. The yellow double-headed
arrow indicates the direction of the oscillating surface RF magnetic
field.
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6.2.6 Theoretical candidates for quench mechanisms
Following from the results presented in subsection 6.2.2, the presence of quan-
tised jumps in temperature at the quench origin at surface fields close to the
quench field strongly suggests a quantised phenomenon. The most plausible
explanation for this is dissipation due to quantised entry of magnetic vortices
into a defect, at fields above Bc1 but below Bsh. However, the question remains
what kind of defect would result in this early flux entry.
A primary candidate for such a defect is quantised vortex entry at grain
boundaries. In the model described by Alex Gurevich and Ahmad Sheikhzada
[SG17, GS17], quantised vortex entry occurs at grain boundaries whose width,
on the order of ξ, causes them to act as Josephson junctions. These work to
hinder the passage of the supercurrent J induced by the applied RF magnetic
field.
At these grain boundaries, modelled as strongly-coupled under-damped
Josephson junctions, vortices can begin to enter in a quantised fashion when
the surface field exceeds a grain boundary thermodynamic critical field, BGB.
Once a vortex enters, it remains in the grain boundary between RF cycles, tran-
sitioning from vortex to anti-vortex with the cycle of the RF field. The vortex
dissipates energy as it travels the length of the grain boundary and back due to
experiencing viscous drag from the superconductor, in a manner not dissimilar
to losses from trapped magnetic flux. Vortices continue to penetrate the grain
boundary until the RF field is lowered to a field beneath that at which they
originally entered, resulting in hysteresis. This is observed in simulations per-
formed by Gurevich and Sheikhzada, such as that reproduced in Figure 6.21. In
this figure, the peak normalised supercurrent induced by the RF field β = J0/Jc
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Figure 6.21: Normalised power dissipated in a grain boundary as a function of
normalised current through the grain boundary, modelled as an un-
derdamped Josephson junction. The result is plotted as the peak
normalised supercurrent through the grain boundary induced by
the RF field β = J0/Jc (where J = J0 sin(ωt) is the supercurrent across
the grain boundary induced by the surface RF field with angular
frequency ω) against the power dissipated in the grain boundary
(normalised to the power dissipated when the grain boundary is
fully normal conducting). Figure reproduced from [SG17].
(where J = J0 sin(ωt) is the supercurrent across the grain boundary induced by
the surface RF field with angular frequency ω) is plotted against the power dis-
sipated in the grain boundary (normalised to the power dissipated when the
grain boundary is fully normal conducting). As β exceeds 1, vortices begin to
enter in a quantised fashion, until a runaway occurs (a “phase slip”) at the end
of which the grain boundary is driven into the fully normal conducting state.
Figure 6.21 is analogous in what it presents – a power dissipated against an
applied field – to the experimental measurement shown earlier in Figure 6.12.
What is interesting is that both demonstrate similar features: sudden, quantised
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jumps in power dissipated, and a hysteresis as the field is increased and de-
creased. It is this observation that makes this model a candidate for explaining
the quench seen in LTE1-7. Admittedly, the model used to generate Figure 6.21
was very simple, assuming an ideal grain boundary free of defects. However,
further simulations performed by Gurevich and Sheikhzada indicate that more
realistic grain boundaries will show more complex behaviour, with multiple
jumps, possibly of different heights – which would be in line with the less ideal
behaviour demonstrated by Figure 6.12.
This would explain the identical height of the first three jumps observed dur-
ing the three cooldowns (whose data is presented in Figure 6.13) as being due
to the entry of a single vortex, one for each jump. Since the applied RF magnetic
field is virtually identical for each jump, differing by at most 4%, the power dis-
sipated by any single vortex will appear identical. As more vortices enter, the
behaviour becomes more complicated, and eventually the grain boundary will
be driven into the phase slip state and become normal conducting (at which
point the power dissipation will likely be so great as to induce a cavity quench).
Once a grain boundary is in the phase slip state, the power dissipated ap-





[GS17]. Analogous to Figure 6.21, the grain boundary critical field is expected
to lie at the centre of the hysteresis seen in Fig. Figure 6.12, then we can deduce
that BGB ≈ 65 mT. Assuming a grain boundary thickness of 2 nm, a penetration
depth of 140 nm, and a normal conducting resistivity of 1 µΩm, then a grain
boundary in the phase slip state 1 micron wide by 1 micron deep dissipates
∼ 50 µW at the quench field of ≈ 75 mT. A larger grain boundary, 3 micron
wide and 3 micron deep (extending through the entire thickness of the layer),
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would dissipate ∼ 400 µW. These surface field values assume no surface field
enhancement due to topology, which can be as high as a factor of 2 [PHLM17],
which would raise these values to 180 µW - 1.6 mW. Taking into consideration a
realistic range of values of the penetration depth, grain boundary size, and field
enhancement factor, the expected range for the dissipation at the quench field is
30 µW - 3 mW. These numbers are in qualitative agreement with those obtained
by calibrating the temperature map data to dissipated power in subsection 6.2.2,
in which the power dissipated at the quench origin just power to quench was
observed to be (2.2 ± 0.5) mW. Furthermore, simulations such as those that pro-
duced Figure 6.21 suggest that the power dissipated by a single vortex should
be on the order of 1/10 of the phase slip value, which would be ∼ 100− 200 µW;
this is again qualitatively consistent with the power dissipated by the first three
jumps seen in Figure 6.12, which correspond to an increase in dissipated power
of (130 ± 30) µW.
A second (albeit less explored) candidate for flux entry is Tc suppression
at the surface. Solutions to the Gibbs free energy per unit length of a vortex
suggest that a second barrier could form for regions of Tc suppression that are
on the order of the λ in depth, as indicated by Figure 6.22. This calculation was
motivated by the discovery of small tin-depleted grains on the surface, found in
some sample cross-sections. An example of such a grain is shown in Figure 6.23.
Although not tin-depleted to the degree seen at regions in the bulk – such as
those shown in Figure 3.15 – a depletion on the order of 2-3 at-% Sn is sufficient
to reduce the superheating field by up to 75%. The theory is that at fields just
beneath the quench field, vortices could break into these small surface grains
but still be unable to overcome the barrier that would allow them to travel into
the bulk, limiting their destructive potential. However, at slightly higher fields,
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Figure 6.22: Gibbs free energy per unit length of a vortex at a surface field of
80 mT in Nb3Sn at a bath temperature of 4.2 K, for three different
scenarios: no Tc suppression, a specific Tc suppression that removes
the energy barrier entirely, and a constant Tc suppression of 3-5 K
in which a second, smaller barrier appears to remain. This figure
courtesy of Danilo B. Liarte and James P. Sethna, Cornell University.
the pile-up of vortices becomes great enough that they break out of the grain
and into the bulk, quenching the cavity. It is however still unclear whether this
model would result in the same quantisation and hysteresis seen in Figure 6.12.
Exploring this potential limitation requires understanding and controlling the
formation of these tin-depleted regions, a task currently being undertaken using
ab-initio growth simulation tools such a Joint Density Function Theory [APJ92,
SGLW+12, IBA00].
6.3 Conclusions on cavity quench mechanisms
Experimental data presented in this work strongly suggests that the origin of
quench in current Nb3Sn cavities is flux entry at a defect. The data appears con-
sistent with flux entry at grain boundaries, although it is difficult to confirm this
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Figure 6.23: Two examples of slightly tin-depleted grains seen at the RF surface
in cross-section of samples coated at Cornell. Overlaid on the EDS
map is a line EDS; due to the standardless quantification used, the
absolute error of the measurement is large, but relative differences
are precise to the level of the noise seen in the measurement. This
image courtesy of Paul Cueva and David A. Muller, Cornell Uni-
versity.
based on the results of this measurement alone. The next step should be to find
a way to alter the mean free path l in Nb3Sn cavities; such an objective is shared
with the next step in the study of the sensitivity to trapped flux. Although it
is well established that the mean free path can be reduced using impurity dop-





The results from new experiments carried out to understand the current lim-
itations on the efficiency and achievable gradient in Nb3Sn cavities have been
presented in the previous two chapters, and initial conclusions were drawn. In
this chapter we will summarise these conclusions and discuss the next steps to
take in the development of Nb3Sn for SRF cavities. We will conclude with what
can currently be achieved with Nb3Sn cavities, and use this to drive an outlook
to the future.
7.1 Considerations for the coating of niobium structures
Studies performed using pre-anodisation of niobium samples revealed that the
formation of thin film regions such as those seen in Figure 5.4 can be suppressed
using pre-anodisation. The performance of the first cavity coated at Cornell,
associated with the presence of thin film regions in this cavity, strongly suggests
that the Q-slope seen in both previous cavities at the University of Wuppertal
and currently at Jefferson National Laboratory is due to the small but significant
presence of these regions.
The conclusion drawn from the sample study presented in section 5.1 is that
the formation of these regions is due to an unsuccessful handover from the nu-
cleation stage to the coating stage. Although the presence of a secondary hot-
zone for the tin heater assists the process in supplying tin gas sooner during the
ramp-up, care must be taken that the gas does not cool excessively during its
passage to the niobium surface. In the absence of a ∆T during the ramp-up, the
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use of pre-anodisation to ensure uniform coverage is necessary even in smaller
furnaces such as that used at Siemens AG.
For small structures, pre-anodisation is not advised since the lowering of the
substrate RRR is expected to lead to global thermal feedback (as seen in Figure
5.19). In the case of 2-10 GHz cavities, a single secondary hot-zone is expected
to be sufficient to ensure uniform coating provided a nucleation agent is used,
without the need for pre-anodisation. However, for larger structures such as
500 MHz cavities, particularly those made from large grain niobium, the pres-
ence of a secondary heater will be likely be insufficient (unless the source area
and/or ramp-up ∆T are sufficiently large), and pre-anodisationwill be required.
Fortunately, the lower frequency of these cavities means that global thermal
feedback from the lowering of the RRR during coating will not be a significant
issue until very high (as yet unachievable) fields.
7.1.1 Impact of trapped magnetic flux
Ameasurement of the sensitivity to trapped flux in Nb3Sn cavities is a function
of the applied RF field. In the absence of the Q-slope seen in the Wuppertal
cavities, a linear Q-slope remains due to this field-dependent sensitivity. The
dependence is linear, which allows us to write the contribution to residual re-
sistance from trapped flux as
Rresidual = R
0
f l + R
1
f l BRF , (7.1)
where BRF is the applied RF magnetic field. Using previously published data on
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different niobium surfaces against that measured in Nb3Sn. This
data was collected from (A) [MCG+15] (B) [CG07] (C) [BCD+97].






from a number of published results [MCG+15, CG07, BCD+97] are compared
to that of Nb3Sn in Figure 7.1. As can be seen, the R
0
f l
of Nb3Sn is comparable
to that of bulk, undoped niobium; however, the R1
f l
is much higher than bulk
niobium, more similar to some niobium on copper films.
The slope in the sensitivity could prove problematic for efficient opera-
tion at high accelerating gradients. To ensure the highest possible Q, the
amount of trapped flux must be minimized. In nitrogen-doped cavities, this
has been achieved by cooling in a large gradient to expel ambient magnetic flux
[PCC+16]. In Nb3Sn however, the presence of such a large temperature gradient
would result in the generation of large thermoelectric currents that will lead to
significant amounts of trapped flux, even in spite of the improved expulsion of
ambient flux. Because of this, a slow cooldown in a small thermal gradient is
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necessary, although this is certain to trap the largest amount of ambient mag-
netic flux. Because of this, shielding from external magnetic fields is critical.
Current contemporary SRF accelerator designs using niobium, such as that
of LCLS-II, demand that the ambient magnetic be less than 5 mG [CGGW17].
The use of active compensation coils for cryomodule degaussing [Cra15] has
allowed ambient fields as low as 1 mG to be achieved. From the flux trapping
experiment presented in section 5.2, we can determine that for cavity LTE1-7






















where Bamb is the ambient magnetic field trapped during cooldown, ∆T/∆L is
the thermal gradient across the cavity, and BRF is the applied RF surface field.
In the vertical test cryostat at Cornell, the best thermal gradients that could be
achieved were approximately 200 mK/m, and the ambient field was measured
to be 5 mG. Considering a state of the art cryomodule in which the thermal
gradient during cooldown was 100 mK/m, and the ambient field 1 mG, the
Q of the cavity at 16 MV/m would be improved by a factor of ≈ 2. This is
demonstrated in Figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: A Q vs E obtained at a bath temperature of 4.2 K from cavity LTE1-7
in the Newman vertical test setup. Equation 7.2 has been used to
extrapolate the performance for a state-of-the-art cooldown.
7.1.2 Maximum achievable gradient
Results from the experiment investigating the dynamics of the cavity quench,
presented in section 6.2, strongly suggest that the origin of the cavity quench
is magnetic flux entry at a defect. The behavior seen appears consistent with
flux entry at grain boundaries, in a manner described by vortex entry at grain
boundaries modelled as under-damped, strongly-coupled Josephson junctions
[SG17].
The observations indicate that the thermodynamic critical of the grain
boundary is between 60 and 120 mT, depending on the level of field enhance-
ment at the quench origin (which is unknown, but has be surmised to be as high
as 2 from simulations of samples). Given a bulk thermodynamic critical field ex-
trapolated to be 490 mT, this gives a ratio of BGB/BC = 0.1 − 0.3, which would
indicate a somewhat strongly coupled grain boundary (since BGB/BC > 1/κ
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[GS17]).
The current-blocking nature of the grain boundaries is most likely due to the
dirty nature (l ≤ ξ0) of the bulk superconductor reducing the coherence length ξ
to be on the order of or less than the width of a grain boundary. Extrapolations
from cavity measurements indicate a material coherence length of ξ = 2 − 3 nm,
while imaging of layer cross-sections such as that seen in Figure 7.3 suggest
grain boundaries up to 2 nm thick. Given the dependence of the coherence
length on the normal conducting electron mean free path l, as given by Equa-
tion 1.7, a lengthening of the mean free path would result in an increase in the
coherence length. Seeing as the tunnelling through Josephson junctions is expo-
nentially sensitive to the coherence length of the bulk superconductor, a small
change in coherence length could result in a large difference in the behaviour of
the boundary.
The difference between a hard and soft quenches, as discussed in Section
subsection 6.2.3, appears to indicate that although the quench originates at a de-
fect, said defect is likely only the worst of many. Although high pulsed power
experiments indicate that the defect can be outrun to some degree, it is likely
that this defect is not that much worse than other regions in the cavity - oth-
erwise, the greater variance in the quench fields seen in Figure 6.1 would be
expected. This leads us to conclude that the quench, although not being strictly
fundamental to Nb3Sn itself, originates from a common material feature (such
as a grain boundary) whose worst offender is identified as the quench origin.
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Figure 7.3: A STEM HAADF image of a grain boundary in a Nb3Sn cross-
section. The image indicates a grain boundary thickness of less than
2 nm. Image courtesy of Paul Cueva, Muller Group, Cornell Univer-
sity.
7.2 Outlook
7.2.1 Altering the electron mean free path
It has been mentioned a number of times throughout this work that altering
the normal conducting electron mean free path could be critical in investigat-
ing how to overcome the current limitations on efficiency and gradient. In this
section we will motivate the reasoning for this research direction and describe
a proposal for a series of experiments that could be undertaken to achieve this
goal.
The Nb3Sn cavities produced so far have largely been in the dirty limit, with
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l < ξ0. To date, there has been little variation seen in the mean free path of
Nb3Sn cavities, with values measured from l = 1−5 nm [Pos14], with no cavities
known to be in the clean limit l ≫ ξ0. As such, no good data exists for Nb3Sn to
determine the manner in which the quench field and residual Q-slope depend
on the mean free path when going from the dirty to the clean limit.
Figure 7.1 gives data from niobium on copper cavities. These cavities were
part of a study performed at CERN and Jefferson National Lab [BCC+99] to
investigate losses from residual resistance in niobium coated on copper using
sputtering techniques. The purity of the copper substrate and the coating gas
resulted in different values for the superconducting penetration depth λ (which,
by extension, implies a different mean free path). The residual Q-slope R1
f l
was
found to be a function of λ, as seen in Figure 7.4 reproduced from [BCC+99].
The analytical result from the weak collective flux pinning scenario de-
scribed in subsection 5.2.1 gives an expected dependence of the slope R1
f l
on
the penetration depth of R1
f l
∝ λ2. As can be seen in the fit overlaid on Figure
7.4, this dependence is an excellent fit to the high-λ data, which corresponds to
the short mean free path or dirty limit. The turn-around in the shorter λ, com-
paratively cleaner region, is not described by the analytical result since viscous
forces dominate here. It is not clear if this reversal of R1
f l
is specific to these nio-
bium on copper cavities or if such as feature would also be present in a study
on Nb3Sn cavities.
Given that Nb3Sn produced by the vapour diffusion method is in the dirty
limit, the dependence of R1
f l
∝ λ2 is expected to hold. Although decreasing the
mean free path further would be useful in mapping out this dependence, it is
not expected to be useful in decreasing the value of R1
f l
. However, whilst the
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Figure 7.4: A measurement of the residual Q-slope R1
f l
against the square of the
normalised RF penetration depth. A fit of Aλ2 + B has been super-
posed on the image. This image was adapted from [BCC+99], with
the penetration depth λ2
rel
= 1 + (π/2)(ξ0/l).
mean free path can be decreased in a controlled manner using impurity doping
[GKL16, MGL17], no similar method exists for increasing it. Historically, the
RRR of niobium has been increased (and with it, the mean free path) using high
temperature bakes using titanium as a getter [Pad85, Kne88], although the tem-
peratures required - ≈ 1400◦C - are not expected to be ideal for maintaining good
layer stoichiometry in the absence of a tin supply. The use of titanium also re-
sults in a thin coating of titanium that must be removed using chemical etching.
Lower temperature anneals at 400-800◦C for extended periods of time, without
the use of a getter, could be useful in slowly removing impurities, although this
is not assured. Changes to the coating process, such as active pumping during
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the coating (although dangerous for the pumps a cold trap would be required)
could also reduce the presence of impurities during coating.
Such experimentation is however limited by the fact that measurements of
the mean free path using SRF cavities are time consuming and expensive, as
they require a cavity to be coated and tested for each data point. An alternative
method of measuring the mean free path is to perform a measurement of the

















This is not valid in the far clean limit as l/ξ0 > 10 because Equation 1.7 breaks
down as ξ → 5.172 nm, but this correspond to a value of l one order of mag-
nitude greater than the currently measured values. Although the systematic
uncertainty in the absolute value of the measurement is modestly high, the rela-
tive precision between samples is expected to be more than sufficient to observe
changes to the mean free path for different coating and post-processing meth-
ods. An instrument such as the Quantum Design Physical Property Measure-
ment System (PPMS) in use at the Cornell Center for Materials Research would
be very appropriate for such a measurement. The use of samples would signifi-
cantly reduce the cost and time required to investigate candidates for increasing
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the mean free path. Once a method has been identified, it can be applied to a
cavity.
A benefit to using a PPMS for such a measurement is that the system is also
capable of DC critical current measurements, which could be useful in mea-
suring the impact of the change in mean free path on the current-blocking re-
sistance of grain boundaries predicted by the vortex entry theory. However,
the presence of the niobium substrate, which is superconducting below 9.2 K,
would make such a measurement somewhat difficult. Furthermore, the be-
haviour of grain boundaries at DC and low frequency is expected to be different
from the behaviour at RF frequencies.
7.2.2 Current state-of-the-art and future projects
The best performance achieved in three of the single-cell cavities in use in the
Cornell Nb3Sn research program is shown in Figure 7.5. Even with the current
limitations due to trapped flux and vortex-entry quench, these cavities achieve
Qs of greater than 1010 at 4.2 K and fields above 16 MV/m. For comparison, the
Q specification for LCLS-II, adjusted for 4.2 K to take into account the change in
the coefficient of performance of the cryoplant (as extrapolated from Figure 2.1),
is also shown. All three of these cavities achieve this specification.
This performance opens up new possibilities for SRF technology. The first,
most obvious of these is the operation of 1.3 GHz cavities at 4.2 K, significantly
reducing the construction and operational cost of the machine. However, with
the lower BCS resistance, the door is also open to operating at higher frequen-
cies, which means comparatively smaller cavities. Although this might require
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Figure 7.5: The best performance observed in three different 1.3 GHz single-
cell cavities that have seen use in the Cornell University Nb3Sn
programme, operating at a bath temperature of 4.2 K. The Q-
specification for LCLS-II is shown, adjusted to take into account the
improved efficiency of the cryoplant at 4.2 K.
returning to sub-4.2 K operation, the adoption of 3.9 GHz cavities would re-
duce the size of the cryomodule considerably. To demonstrate this, a 3.9 GHz
multi-cell cavity is shown standing next to a single-cell 1.3 GHz cavity in Figure
7.6. Moving to higher frequency would result in reductions of the capital cost
of the machine, both in terms of the bill of materials and the physical footprint
required.
Another exciting prospect is the operation of a 1.3 GHz cavity using a
gaseous helium cryo-cooler at 4.5 K. Modern cryo-coolers exist that are capa-
ble of extracting up to 2 W of power at 4.2 K [Cry]. By comparison, a single-cell
1.3 GHz Nb3Sn cavity operating at 10 MV/m, assuming the performance ex-
trapolated in Figure 7.2 of Q0 = 2.7×1010 at 4.2 K, would dissipate 0.5 W of heat.
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Figure 7.6: A size comparison of a 1.5 GHz 6-cell and a 3 GHz 9-cell cavity.
An 8.6 GHz single-cell can be seen perched on the beampipe of the
1.5 GHz 6-cell. A doubling of the frequency results in a significantly
smaller cavity in all dimensions.
Using conduction cooling, such a cryomodule would be free of liquid helium.
Operating solely on the cryocooler, which is a turn-key system with consider-
ably lower maintenance requirements, this cryomodule would be affordable to
smaller institutions such as universities and industry. An sketch of such a cry-
omodule, alongside some example operating parameters, is shown in Figure
7.7.
These smaller cryomodules would allow Nb3Sn to fulfill demands beyond
those of large installations such as particle colliders and hard X-ray light
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Figure 7.7: An example of what a cryocooler-equipped module would look like.
Using a cryocooler power from a compressor unit, a single-cell or
small multi-cell Nb3Sn cavity powered by a solid state amplifier (not
shown) can be operated at 4.2 K. Some example specifications for
such a machine are shown in the table on the right.
sources. A small, low-emittance accelerator could provide a beam capable of
generating an intense beam of soft X-rays for diffraction experiments or ex-
treme UV for photolithography. A high current electron beam, disregarding
emittance, is would also be useful for applications such as high intensity X-ray
generation (for use in cargo scanning) and electron beam processing for high
through-put polymer cross-linking.
The current state-of-the-art performance is a promising indicator that Nb3Sn
stands not just to slash the capital and operational costs of future large-scale
projects, but also to enable a new breed of SRF accelerators. These newmachines
will be the first of their kind to be accessible to smaller institutions and industrial
applications, and will herald a new chapter in the story of particle accelerators
and their impact upon society.
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